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Abstract

The cloud is evolving due to additional demands introduced by new
technological advancements and the wide movement toward digitalization.
Therefore, next-generation data centers (DCs) and clouds are expected (and need)
to become cheaper, more efficient, and capable of offering more predictable services.

Aligned with this, we examine the concept of software-defined “hardware”
infrastructures (SDHI) based on hardware resource disaggregation as one possible
way of realizing next-generation DCs. We start with an overview of the functional
architecture of a cloud based on SDHI. Following this, we discuss a series of use-
cases and deployment scenarios enabled by SDHI and explore the role of each
functional block of SDHI’s architecture, i.e., cloud infrastructure, cloud platforms,
cloud execution environments, and applications.

Next, we propose a framework to evaluate the impact of SDHI on techno-
economic efficiency of DCs, specifically focusing on application profiling, hardware
dimensioning, and total cost of ownership (TCO). Our study shows that combining
resource disaggregation and software-defined capabilities makes DCs less expensive
and easier to expand; hence they can rapidly follow the exponential demand
growth. Additionally, we elaborate on technologies behind SDHI, its challenges,
and its potential future directions.

Finally, to identify a suitable memory management scheme for SDHI and
show its advantages, we focus on the management of Last Level Cache (LLC) in
currently available Intel processors. Aligned with this, we investigate how better
management of LLC can provide higher performance, more predictable response
time, and improved isolation between threads. More specifically, we take advantage
of LLC’s non-uniform cache architecture (NUCA) in which the LLC is divided into
“slices,” where access by the core to which it closer is faster than access to other
slices. Based upon this, we introduce a new memory management scheme, called
slice-aware memory management, which carefully maps the allocated memory to
LLC slices based on their access time latency rather than the de facto scheme
that maps them uniformly. Many applications can benefit from our memory
management scheme with relatively small changes. As an example, we show the
potential benefits that Key-Value Store (KVS) applications gain by utilizing our
memory management scheme. Moreover, we discuss how this scheme could be
used to provide explicit CPU slicing – which is one of the expectations of SDHI
and hardware resource disaggregation.

Keywords: cloud computing, next-generation data centers, resource
disaggregation, TCO, last level cache
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Sammanfattning

Nya tekniska framsteg och krav samt den breda digitaliseringen gör att molnet
utvecklas i allt snabbare takt. Det gör att nästa generations datacenter förväntas
vara billigare, mer effektiva, och dessutom kunna erbjuda robustare tjänster.

I linje med detta undersöker vi mjukvaru-definierade hårdvaru-infrastrukturer
(MDHI) baserade på disaggregering av hårdvaruresurser som en potentiell
teknologi för att realisera nästa generationens datacenter. Vi inleder med en
översikt av den funktionella arkitekturen för ett moln baserat på MDHI.
Vi analyserar sedan ett antal användningsfall och utplaceringsscenarion som
möjliggörs av MDHI, och undersöker den roll som varje funktionellt block i en
MDHI arkitektur kan spela: Till exempel molninfrastruktur, molnplattform, moln-
exekveringsmiljö och tillämpningar.

Vi föreslår sedan ett ramverk för att utvärdera den effekt som MDHI kan ha
på den tekno-ekonomiska effektiviteten i ett datacenter, med särskilt fokus på
profilering av tillämpningar, hårdvaru-dimensionering samt total ägandekostnad.
Våra studier visar att datacenter kan bli billigare och lättare att expandera
om man använder sig av resurs-disaggregering och mjukvarudefiniering; därmed
kan de också snabbare följa den exponentiellt ökande efterfrågan. Vi undersöker
också teknologierna bakom MDHI, dess utmaningar och möjliga framtida
utvecklingsriktningar.

För att hitta ett lämpligt minneshanteringsschema för MDHI fokuserar vi
slutligen på hanteringen av det sista-nivå-cacheminne som finns i dagens Intel-
processorer. Vi undersöker hur bättre hantering av sista-nivå-cacheminnet kan
leda till högre prestanda, mer förutsägbara svarstider, samt förbättrad isolering
mellan olika processor-trådar. Vi utnyttjar sista-nivå-cacheminnets “non-uniform
cache architecture” (NUCA), i vilken sista-nivå-cacheminnet är uppdelat i olika
segment där åtkomstiderna beror på avståndet mellan segment och processor-
kärna. Baserat på detta introducerar vi en ny metod för minnesallokering som
kallas “slice-aware memory management”. Det placerar noggrant ut det allokerade
minnet i sista-nivå-cacheminnet baserat på åtkomsttider istället för att, som den
vanliga metoden, fördela ut det jämnt. Många applikationer kan dra nytta av
denna metod med relativt små förändringar. Som ett exempel visar vi vilka fördelar
metoden kan ha för nyckel-värde-databaser. Vi beskriver också hur metoden kan
användas för explicit CPU-uppdelning, vilket är en av målsättningarna för MDHI
och hårdvaru-disaggregering.

Nyckelord: Molnberäkningar, nästa generations datacenter, disaggregering,
total ägandekostnad, sista-nivå-cache
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Industrial transformation toward digitalization, the introduction of the fifth-
generation of wireless broadband technology (aka 5G), and the growth of
Internet of Things (IoT) as well as Machine Type Communication (MTC) are

a few examples of trends that are placing new demands on cloud computing. As a
result, cloud computing must be more efficient and reliable, deliver faster response
times, and offer more predictable services. These new demands are driving
increased global spending on Data Center (DC) systems and their capacity [7, 8].
Traditionally, DC providers add resources to keep pace with rising demand.
However, Moore’s law is approaching a peak and the energy as well as cost-related
bottlenecks limit the growth [9].

In addition, one of the critical challenges in today’s DCs is low resource
utilization, which means that resources bought by the DC operator are not utilized
to their full capacity. One reason for this is resource stranding: the problem
occurs due to fragmentation because of different application profiles. In an effort
to increase cloud efficiency, DC providers employ different multi-tenancy and
resource sharing techniques [10–13] and continue their push towards Software-
Defined Infrastructures (SDI) [14]. However, despite these efforts, the cloud suffers
from unpredictable response times and resources inside DCs often operate at low
utilization [15–18].

These factors motivated the international cloud research community to
define the properties of a next-generation DC & cloud platform. One
possible direction for such a next-generation DC is based upon Software-
Defined “Hardware” Infrastructure (SDHI) [1]. SDHI brings a novel approach
to cloud infrastructures by combining software-defined principles & hardware
(H/W) resource disaggregation. By doing so, the software components of the
infrastructure can be decoupled from the underlying H/W and each resource can be
managed independently regardless of the physical chassis in which they are placed.
SDHI allows dynamic composition of (logical) servers by selecting and configuring
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

(physical) resources as needed from different resource pools. This approach
brings greater modularity, flexibility, and extensibility to the DC infrastructure,
enabling DC operators to optimize their deployments for improved efficiency and
performance.

Today there is no de facto standard for SDHI and researchers describe
somewhat different levels and types of resource disaggregation [19]. Hence, it
is essential to understand the technological impact and challenges of SDHI to
provide lower cost while offering greater flexibility, modularity, and more efficient
& predictable services.

Cloud computing, as one of the fundamental enablers of industrial transformation
& digitalization, is not only an enabler, but itself is part of this transformation.
However, the future of DCs and cloud computing can be seen as an evolution rather
than a revolution. Consequently, a transition from the existing infrastructure
& platform to the next generation will happen organically. As part of the
cloud’s transition, it is essential to understand and identify the (often hidden)
opportunities available in the current infrastructure and investigate how these
opportunities can be utilized to realize more efficient cloud & DC computing
infrastructures. Such an understanding provides an opportunity to identify and
propose a roadmap for both hardware and software to be more rapidly meet the
emerging demands on the cloud.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 elaborates the
research objectives and main targets of this work. Section 1.2 describes the research
methodologies used. Section 1.3 and Section 1.4 summarizes the contributions
and publication associated with this work, respectively. Section 1.5 discusses
sustainability as well as ethical aspects of this work. Finally, the organization
of this licentiate thesis is discussed in Section 1.6

1.1 Research Objectives
The primary objective of this research is to understand the characteristics of
next-generation DC that facilitate addressing the emerging demands on cloud
computing. In particular, we focus on SDHI and the principle of H/W resource
disaggregation as one possible alternative for next-generation DCs. Therefore, the
first objective of this work can be summarized as:

• Objective 1: Understand the principle behind SDHI and identify its main
architectural elements, evaluate its impact on a DC’s economic efficiency,
and identify the challenges to realize SDHI as a next-generation DC.

This work assumes that DCs and cloud follow an evolutionary approach in
which the current infrastructure will be gradually adapted to realize the next-

2



1.2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

generation DCs and cloud . Aligned with this, we focus on a Commercial Off-The-
Shelf (COTS) infrastructure to find how we can take the most out of it. Therefore,
the second objective of this work can be summarized as:

• Objective 2: scrutinize a COTS system’s memory hierarchy to (i)
identify (hidden) opportunities which can ensure more efficient cloud & DC
computing infrastructures and (ii) propose possible adjustments to the current
infrastructure & application as part of the transition toward next-generation
DCs.

1.2 Research Methodology
In order to fulfill the objectives of this licentiate thesis, quantitative and empirical
research approaches were used. The problems in this licentiate thesis project were
addressed in three phases, in which we progressively narrow our focus (see Fig. 1.1).

Phase I. First, we started by understanding the characteristics of SDHI and the
principle of H/W resource disaggregation and proposed a high-level architectural
model. Later we made a comprehensive literature review of the area, explored
how the impact of transformation toward SDHI goes far beyond the cloud
infrastructure, and then identified a series of challenges that need to be overcome to
realize SDHI. This phase is associated with first objective of this licentiate thesis.

Phase II. Secondly, we evaluated the impact of SDHI on a DC’s economy
efficiency by modeling a DC built based on the proposed SDHI architecture.
To do so, we proposed a techno-economic framework for estimating the cost of
owning & running a DC. This framework supports a detailed cost comparison
of the different technologies, architectures, hardware configurations, and different
application types. Moreover, we modeling a DC based on SDHI with different types
of workloads to be used in our simulation framework. This phase is associated with
first objective of this licentiate thesis.

Phase III. Finally, we performed a set of measurements on elements of the
current infrastructure to precisely understand the system’s behavior, i.e., Central
Processing Unit (CPU) and memory hierarchy in COTS servers. The knowledge
obtained from our measurements enabled us to meet the second objective of this
work.

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Different phases (P) of the project and the contributions
associated with each phase. The circles on the right side show the venue
in which we published our papers. The circle on the left side illustrates the
several filed patent applications.

1.3 Thesis Contributions
The original research contributions of this licentiate are as follows (labelled A, B,
and C):

A. The first contribution is associated with the first phase of the project (see,
Fig. 1.1) and is mainly reported in [1].
This work presents the terminology as well as technology behind SDHI, one
of the possible ways of realizing a next-generation DC. It also elaborates
the requirements of a next-generation DC (specifically one based on SDHI),
such as reduction of Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), greater predictability,
and providing isolation without the overhead of a hypervisor. Then, we
performed a consolidated study of the enabling technologies and ongoing
efforts toward realizing a SDHI. The impact of this paradigm shift is

4



1.3. THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS

examined by identifying/proposing the main architectural and functional
elements of SDHI. Moreover, we explored how this transformation goes
far beyond the hardware infrastructure, pinpointing some of the previously
unforeseen challenges, starting with the hardware infrastructure, and
continuing with hardware management, the execution layer – i.e., abstraction
and hypervisors, operating systems (OSs), and execution platforms (e.g.
cloud execution platforms) – up to the application layer.

Individual Contribution. I mainly drove this project. However, other
authors helped me to formulate some sections of the paper associated with
this project. The following list summarizes the highlight of other authors’
contributions:

• Fetahi Wuhib helped with SDHI architecture,
• Chakri Padala helped with challenges regarding shifts in H/W,
• João Monteiro Soares helped with challenges related to monitoring &

analytics,
• Mozhgan Mahloo helped with business opportunities of SDHI, and
• G. Q. Maguire Jr., and D. Kostic contributed by critical reviews of the

several iterations of this document.

B. The second contribution is associated with the second phase of the project (see
Fig. 1.1) and is reported in [2].
This work proposed a framework to assess cloud infrastructure economic
efficiency, taking into account three main aspects: application profiling,
hardware dimensioning, and TCO. Moreover, we utilized this framework
to assess SDHI economic efficiency. The study considered the major
cost categories incurred during the DC’s lifetime regarding both capital
expenditures (CAPEX) and operating expenses (OPEX).

Individual Contribution. I contributed to modeling a DC based on
SDHI & SDI, profiling & quantifying applications’ demands, and analyzing
the results.

C. The third contribution is associated with the third phase of the project (see,
Fig. 1.1) and it is reported in a conference paper [3] and three patent
applications [20–22].

[c.1.] We studied the Intel last level cache (LLC) organization and its
characteristics for two generations of Intel CPU (i.e., Haswell and Skylake)
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and quantified the access time to both local and remote slices. Additionally,
we evaluated and identified the mapping between different portions of
Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) and different Last Level Cache
(LLC) slices. Furthermore, we proposed a slice-aware memory management
scheme, presented its characteristics, and showed its potential benefits.

[c.2.] We proposed a slice-aware Key-Value Store (KVS) design which
employs slice-aware memory management. Additionally, we implemented
a simple KVS based on this proposal and demonstrated the benefit it can
achieve.

[c.3.] We showed that slice-aware memory management could provide
functionality similar to Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) [23, 24]. We
showed the benefit of slice-based isolation on the performance of the
applications. Finally, we discussed the possibility of isolation of distinct
CPU by this method of isolation.

[c.4.] We identified and proposed potential methods and adjustments in
software and/or hardware that can facilitate the deployment of slice-aware
memory management, slice-aware KVS, and slice-aware isolation.

Individual Contribution. Alireza Farshin and I equally contributed to
this part. G. Q. Maguire Jr. and D. Kostic contributed by activly being
part of research discussion associated to this activity and by critical reviews
of the several iterations of this work. G. Q. Maguire Jr. also initiated the
research by asking how the techniques used in attacks (such as Meltdown
and Spectre) could be used for a good purpose.

1.4 Publications
This licentiate thesis resulted in the following publications (where A, B, and C
reference the contributions in the previous section):

Journal Papers

J1 A. Roozbeh et al., “Software-Defined “Hardware” Infrastructures: A
Survey on Enabling Technologies and Open Research Directions,” in IEEE
Communications Surveys & Tutorials, vol. 20, no. 3, pp. 2454-2485,
thirdquarter 2018. doi: 10.1109/COMST.2018.2834731 (A)

Conference Papers
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C1 M. Mahloo, J. M. Soares and A. Roozbeh, “Techno-economic framework
for cloud infrastructure: A cost study of resource disaggregation,” 2017
Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems
(FedCSIS), Prague, 2017, pp. 733-742. doi: 10.15439/2017F111 (B)

C2 A. Farshin, A. Roozbeh, G. Q. Maguire Jr., and D. Kostić, ”Make the
Most out of Last Level Cache in Intel Processors,“ in Proceedings of the
Fourteenth EuroSys Conference, ser. EuroSys ’19. New York, NY, USA:
ACM, 2019. doi:10.1145/3302424.3303977. ISBN 978-1-4503-6281-8/19/0.
(C)

Patent Applications

P1 A. Roozbeh, A. Farshin, D. Kostić, and G. Q. Maguire Jr., “Last Level
Cache (LLC) aware Memory Allocation,” Patent, Jun. 21, 2018, WO -
PCT/SE2018/050676. (C)

P2 A. Roozbeh, A. Farshin, D. Kostić, and G. Q. Maguire Jr., “Application-
agnostic slice-aware memory optimization at run-time,” Patent, Dec.
13,2018, WO - PCT/SE2018/051311. (C)

P3 A. Roozbeh, A. Farshin, D. Kostić, and G. Q. Maguire Jr., “Dynamic slice
selection function,” Patent, Feb. 14, 2019, US 62/805,552. (C)

1.5 Research Sustainability and Ethical Aspects
The research performed in this licentiate thesis contributes to technology
advancement and industrial digitalization, since the cloud computing is an
inevitable part of these two trends. SDHI is expected to increase resource
utilization, bring greater modularity to a DC’s life cycle, and decreasing resource
wastage. Therefore, less H/W needs to be produced. Furthermore, serving a DC’s
workload with less amount of H/W can reduce the DC’s energy consumption.

Revealing the details of Intel Complex Addressing is a double-edged sword.
Previously this information was used to show potential security vulnerabilities
in the system. However, we exploit this knowledge to reduce the CPU’s stall
time, which means performing the same amount of work with fewer CPU cycles
and consequently (potentially) reducing energy consumption while completing
the same amount of useful work. Our work also secures a higher degree
of predictability, thus reducing the number of Service-Level Agreement (SLA)
violations. Furthermore, our proposed isolation techniques can potentially
mitigate some security issues in processors.
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1.6 Thesis Organization
The rest of this licentiate thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides
necessary background information required to understand the principles of SDHI
and H/W resource disaggregation and examines a potential SDHI architecture,
and discusses a set of use cases and workload deployment that are enabled by
SDHI. Chapter 3 we evaluates and analyzes the impact of SDHI on a DC’s
TCO. Chapter 4 investigates the requirements and challenges to realize SDHI.
Moreover, Chapter 5 studies the current status of DC systems and identifies how
current architectures can be utilized more efficiently and how precise resource
scheduling (e.g., memory allocation) can facilitate improved system performance
while increasing efficiency within a DC. This same chapter also investigates and
identifies changes needed in the infrastructure and software to facilitate smooth
the transition toward a next-generation DC. Chapter 6 concludes this licentiate
thesis and suggests some future work.
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Chapter 2

Toward a next-generation DC†

Cloud computing is not new, and it was a driving force for the original
ARPAnet and the subsequent “Internet” [25]. Moreover, it is not a single
technology, but rather cloud computing is a model that comprises different

technologies that provide scalable resources (i.e., virtual or physical) over the
network according to one of several different service models [26]. Cloud computing
service models can be classified into: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform
as a Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS), Network as a Service (NaaS),
or more generally “Anything as a Service” (aka XaaS) [27]. Fig. 2.1 shows these
common cloud service models and their associated stakeholders (in bold) in a
generic DC deployment that provides all of the traditional XaaS services.

Hardware Provider

Infrastructure Provider

Platform Provider

Application Provider

End User

Figure 2.1: Key stakeholders in a deployment of a cloud-type DC, adapted
from [1].

†The work described in this chapter is based on [1]. The authors of the article retained
the copyright and give their joint approval for parts of this material to appear in this licentiate
thesis. ©2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from A. Roozbeh et al., ‘Software-Defined
“Hardware” Infrastructures: A Survey on Enabling Technologies and Open Research Directions,”
IEEE Communications Surveys & Tutorials, third quarter 2018.
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In this deployment, end users consume applications from software providers
(i.e., SaaS). Application providers develop (or obtain developed) applications for a
software platform that is operated and maintained by platform providers (i.e.,
PaaS). Platform providers deploy their platform software on the (virtualized)
infrastructure provided as a service by infrastructure providers (i.e., IaaS).
Infrastructure providers, in turn, consume the services of H/W providers (e.g.,
H/W purchasing or H/W leasing) to provision the H/W infrastructure on which
they provide their service.

The goal of cloud computing is to shift the computing infrastructure (both
H/W and software resources) into a “cloud”, where customers can ask for and
receive scalable services without needing to know where these services are located.
A typical cloud consists of one centralized or multiple geo-distributed data centers
which are interconnected using wide area network. Cloud characteristics, e.g., on-
demand services, broadband network access, and pay-as-you-go charging for the
services used, enable companies to reduce both their OPEX & CAPEX [28].

This chapter starts with an overview of today’s cloud and briefly discusses the
efforts to increase a DC’s efficiency. Then it introduces SDHI and the principles
behind it. Furthermore, it presents an overview of the functional architecture of
a cloud built on SDHI, exploring how the impact of the transformation to SDHI
goes far beyond the cloud’s infrastructure and discusses its impact on platforms,
execution environments, and applications. Finally, we discuss a series of new
opportunities SDHI provides.

2.1 Software-defined Infrastructure (SDI)
Today’s cloud infrastructure & DC architecture is built upon a server-oriented
model, in which DCs are realized by a set of servers that are interconnected via
a DC-wide network. However, this model is constrained by server boundaries and
the servers’ physical hardware configuration. These servers typically consist of
a physical circuit board predefined and populated at the factory with specific
resources, such as CPUs, co-processors, memory, and networking subsystems.
As shown in Fig. 2.2, these resources are interconnected using specialized
communication channels, such as Peripheral Component Interconnect Express
(PCIe), Double Data Rate (DDR), Serial Advanced Technology Attachment
(SATA), Quick Path Interconnect (QPI), and Direct Media Interface (DMI).
Communication between server components is limited to the server’s chassis
and has strict requirements on latency and bandwidth to enable the system
to work as an integrated system. Table 2.1 summarizes these requirements.
Furthermore, there is a one-to-one mapping between a physical server’s chassis
and a system executing on that server, commonly referred to as a host. Servers
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2.1. SOFTWARE-DEFINED INFRASTRUCTURE (SDI)

are interconnected via their network interface (generally referred to as a network
interface card (NIC)) via a DC-wide network, as shown in Fig. 2.3.

Platform
Controller Hub

CPU CPU

Storage
NIC

Memory

QPI DDRDDR

SATAPCIe

PCIe, DMI

Physical Server/Host

Figure 2.2: Simplified physical server component architecture [1].

Table 2.1: Approximate communication requirements between different
resources within a server. These value differ for different hardware [5, 6].

Communication type Delay (ns) Bandwidth(Gbps)
CPU - CPU ≈ 10 500
Memory - CPU ≈ 20 500
CPU - 10G NIC > 103 10
CPU - SSD disk > 104 5
CPU - HDD disk > 106 1

Until recently, networking technologies were unable to overcome the need to
place the different components very close in terms of physical proximity. This
resulted in fixed server configurations, making adapting to workloads extremely
difficult. Furthermore, infrastructure life cycle management is tightly bounded to
the life cycle of a server chassis. This causes problems for providers who wish to
upgrade part of their infrastructure, especially since the resources that compose a
server have different life cycles. For example, if an infrastructure provider wants
to upgrade or increase its compute capacity by adding new memory or processor
technology, in most cases, this means replacing the entire server.
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CHAPTER 2. TOWARD A NEXT-GENERATION DC

Figure 2.3: Server-oriented DC [1].

To keep pace with growing demand for higher performance, greater predictability,
and lower response time, DC providers generally scale up by adding more resources
to their current infrastructure. However, Moore’s law, energy-related bottlenecks,
and additional cost associated with scaling up limit growth. At the same time, one
of the critical challenges in today’s DCs is low resource utilization [15–18, 29, 30];
hence the resources owned by the DC operator are not utilized to their full capacity.
One reason for this is resource stranding [31] due to fragmentation of resources
arising from different application profiles (e.g., compute, memory, or networking
intensive profiles). For example, a CPU-intensive application can exhaust a server’s
computational resources while stranding other resources, such as memory and
storage. To cover peak demands infrastructure providers must over-provision. This
leads to large aggregated amounts of stranded resources and hence low utilization.

In an effort to continue increasing cloud efficiency, DC providers employ
advanced resource scheduling techniques, in an attempt to solve what it is in
most cases an NP-hard optimization problem. Moreover, they rely upon server
virtualization technologies based on hypervisors or based on container [32, 33], to
implement server consolidation, multi-tenancy, and resource sharing. In general,
in hypervisor-based virtualization (such as Xen [34], VMware [35], and KVM [36])
the hypervisor is software that emulates the abstract behavior of the underlying
physical H/W resources. Hypervisors can be classified into two types: the
hypervisor runs directly on the hardware, or the hypervisor runs on a host’s OS
- see Fig. 2.3. However, hypervisor virtualization comes at the cost of extra
overhead, as it interleaves execution of the applications and the execution of
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the hypervisor/host OS. Virtualization adds different amounts of overhead based
on the type of virtualization and other competing workloads running on the
same physical server [37–39]. In contrast, container-based virtualization does not
completely emulate the underlying H/W resources and the OS provides certain
features to the container software. This technique has some benefits compared to
hypervisor virtualization, especially in terms of performance. However, container-
based virtualization is still subject to overheads and is highly dependent on the
server’s OS.

As a response to the demand for greater flexibility, agility, and optimization DC
have moved towards SDI. With SDI the entire DC’s infrastructure is abstracted,
software-defined, and dynamically programmable [14]. Apart from virtualization,
SDI can be realized by different building blocks including Software-Defined DC
(SDC), Software-Defined Networking (SDN), and Virtualized Network Function
(VNF), and Software-Defined Storage (SDS) (see Table 2.2). SDI facilitates
resource sharing and improves resource utilization while reducing a DC’s costs
and allows easy scaling of resources for specific users. However, despite all these
measures, the resources inside DCs still operate at low utilization [15–18] – as these
techniques cannot break nor overcome the physical boundaries of the individual
chassis of the server-oriented model. Moreover, the application might experience
inconsistent performance – due to the way that the server’s resources are shared
in a DC.

The first step on this path is to rethink the DC’s architecture and to define
a next-generation DC which is more modular, flexible, predictable, and smart.
SDHI combined with H/W resource disaggregation is one possible way to realize
next-generation DCs & clouds.

Table 2.2: Terminologies involved in SDI [1].

Terminology Description
SDN [40] Separates the network control planes from data planes

and physical network entities to improve programmability,
efficiency, and extensibility of network.

SDS [41] Separates the control planes from the data plane of a
storage system enabling heterogeneous storage to respond
dynamically to changing workload demands.

SDC [42] Originated from a computing environment in which
computing functions are virtualized and managed as
virtual machines through a central interface as one element.

VNF [43, 44] Relocates network functions from dedicated network
appliance to commodity servers.
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2.2 Software-defined Hardware Infrastructure
(SDHI)

SDHI brings a novel approach to cloud infrastructures by extending the SDI by
introducing resource disaggregation. SDHI is composed of two main principles, i.e.,
H/W resource disaggregation and the software-defined approach. The principle of
H/W resource disaggregation expands the boundary of servers by breaking the
tight coupling between a server’s resources (e.g., compute, memory, storage, and
NIC) and server chassis and considering hardware resources as individual and
modular components. In an ultimate disaggregation scenario different resources in
a DC will be organized in independent pools, i.e., pool(s) of compute units, memory
units, storage units, NICs, and other resources (e.g., accelerators, such as Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU)) and these pools are interconnected via a fast interconnect.
Fig. 2.4 illustrates a DC built upon the H/W resource disaggregation principle,
aka a disaggregated DC. SDHI also employs software-defined principles wherein
the resource pools are managed by software, which makes the infrastructure more
programmable.

Figure 2.4: DC based upon H/W resource disaggregation, aka a
disaggregated DC.

SDHI breaks the one-to-one mapping between a physical server’s chassis and a
host by decoupling the software and management components from the underlying
hardware. When an SDHI is initially deployed, there is no notion of host/server
systems, only knowledge of the different hardware components yet to be assigned
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and programmed. The cloud infrastructure operator then utilizes an Application
Programming Interface (API) to create specific host/server systems, i.e., logical
servers or logical hosts. These principles bring a high level of fluidity, modularity,
and flexibility to the cloud infrastructure. In this way, it is possible to dynamically
establish and adapt the configuration of logical servers to precisely match the needs
of particular workloads by on-demand selection and configuration of (physical)
resources from different resource pools. This requires the necessary physical
resources to be interconnected via high-speed very low latency communication
to handle the physical separation between the different physical resources.

Ultimately, with SDHI, each hardware resource can serve multiple hosts, and a
single host can consume resources from multiple hardware resources, thus allowing
operators to better optimize their resources, while achieving higher utilization and
providing resiliency in a cost-effective and practical manner.

2.3 DC architecture based on SDHI
SDHI combined with H/W resource disaggregation are disruptive technologies
whose effects are far reaching—from H/W design and manufacturing to how
applications are developed for disaggregated H/W systems. To understand the
impact of SDHI on the architecture of DCs, we start with common cloud service
models and their associated stakeholders as shown in Fig. 2.1.

A functional architecture of a DC system built on SDHI with disaggregated
H/W resources can be defined with those stakeholders in mind. However, beyond
traditional DC functions there are new functions that are specifically needed to
realize SDHI systems, see Fig. 2.5. As shown in this Figure, the functional blocks
of the SDHI’s architecture are organized as service-domain functions (on the left)
and operations-domain functions (on the right). Service domain functions relate
to the “payload” (from the viewpoint of the DC), including the applications that
are used by the end users of the cloud, the platform-level software (i.e., OS and
supporting services needed to run the application), and H/W resources used to
execute the software. The operations domain functions, on the other hand, relate
to the management functions that make the DC work, starting from those at the
hardware level that allow resources to be split and composed into an SDHI, to
those at the application level that manage the orchestration and deployment of
application components. Management functions implemented by several existing
cloud management systems, such as OpenStack [45], Ubuntu MaaS [46], and
Kubernetes [47] are examples of operations domain functions at the various layers
of the architecture. However, beyond these traditional functions there are new
server functions that are specifically needed to realize SDHI systems.

In addition to these domains, such an architecture can be realized with different
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Figure 2.5: High-level architecture for a DC built from disaggregated H/W
resources [1].

layers that correspond to common cloud service model stakeholders. The hardware
layer includes the physical resources, their associated interconnects/fabrics, and
H/W-near functions that enable the disaggregated H/W to be pooled, aggregated,
and composed into a software-defined logical infrastructure from which SDHI is
realized. The SDHI layer provides the equivalent functionality of a pure SDI and
IaaS in today’s cloud. It consists of logical infrastructures that are composed of the
assigned H/W resources. The platform layer handles the software that runs on the
composed logical infrastructure to run the application. A key requirement of this
layer is the ability to run multiple platforms at the same time on the same H/W
infrastructure. Finally, the application layer handles the specific applications that
provide service to the end-user of the cloud. Depending on the platform software,
the application may be provided in the form of source code, an executable binary,
or even a Virtual Machine (VM) image. In the following subsections we will
elaborate on each layer in detail.
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2.3.1 Hardware Layer.
This layer includes the physical resources and their associated interconnects/fabrics
from which the SDHI can be realized (in the service domain), as well as the
H/W-near functions that enable disaggregated H/W to be pooled, aggregated,
and composed into a software-defined logical infrastructure (in the operations
domain). In the service domain, our proposed architecture does not make specific
assumptions with regards to the level of H/W disaggregation or the specific
functionalities available at the H/W-level. However, it does assume that the
available H/W is composable in the sense that it is possible to compose and
recompose logical infrastructures from the H/W resources dynamically and H/W
resources are organized into interconnected resource pools.

The operations domain functions at this layer include traditional server
management functions that are implemented in microcontrollers, such as IPMI [48],
HP’s ILO [49], and Dell’s iDRAC [50]. However, there are a new set of
management functions (such as the composability service in Redfish [51]), which
may introduce a large management overhead when compared to the management of
traditional server-based systems. Also, there are functions that can be configured
to interconnect (with possibly sliced) resources with resources from another pool.
This architecture assumes that the fast interconnect fabrics can be configured to
interconnect resources from different pools.

In the service domain, performance implications need to be taken into account,
namely those due to additional networking latency between different components
within SDHI. These performance implications need to be measured and compared
against those performance implications present in a non-SDHI system, such as
those using virtualization technologies like hypervisors or containers, to understand
if the benefits of a specific SDHI solution overcome those of a non-SDHI solution.

2.3.2 SDHI Layer
This layer provides the equivalent functionality of a pure SDI and IaaS in today’s
cloud. It consists of logical infrastructures that are composed of the assigned
H/W resources. The operations domain for this layer receives requests for logical
infrastructures and composes them by making appropriate calls to the hardware
layer functions. This layer has a global view of the underlying H/W pools and the
composed entities, i.e., it has complete knowledge of all H/W resources, how they
are connected via the interconnects, how the various resources can be sliced and
composed with each other to form logical infrastructures, the logical structures
that have already been created out of these resources, and so on. However, unlike
a traditional IaaS, this layer does not have any view of the software running on top
of the composed H/W (unlike OpenStack [45] or Amazon EC2 [52] where the VM
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provisioning process also includes preparation of a virtual disk from whence the VM
starts up). Instead, this layer exposes mechanisms, such as network booting and/or
disk authoring, that allows the logical infrastructure to boot into a usable state.
Furthermore, this layer exposes smart H/W functions (e.g., highly available H/W,
state synchronization, and live state migration) to the software running on the
composed infrastructure, whenever these functions are available in the underlying
H/W.

2.3.3 Platform Layer

This layer handles the software that runs on the composed logical infrastructure
to run the application. Examples of open source software platforms include
OpenStack, Cloud Foundry [53], Kubernates [47], or a bare Linux OS. In addition
to these, there are proprietary platforms such as [54, 55]. Depending on the
platform software, the application may be provided in the form of source code,
an executable binary, or even a VM image. A key requirement of this layer is the
ability to run multiple platforms at the same time on the same H/W infrastructure.
This platform layer can be recursive to multiple levels. For example, it should be
possible to first deploy an Apache Mesos [56] platform onto a logical infrastructure
and then to deploy Apache Yarn [57] and Kubernates on this Mesos platform. For
example, this would allow a MapReduce and containerized applications to execute
side by side on the same logical infrastructure. Platform-specific functions, such
as auto-scaling of the platform itself, or software libraries that enable the full
exploitation of the underlying (disaggregated) H/W, are implemented at this level.

2.3.4 Application Layer

The application layer handles the specific applications that provide service to the
end-user of the cloud. An application can be a VNF [43, 44] that runs in an
OpenStack VM or a 4Quant [58] image analysis tool running on Apache Spark.
For each deployed platform we assume an application management interface (e.g.,
Nova-API in OpenStack or Spark driver in Apache Spark) that allows deployment
and control of applications for that specific platform. These applications and
their management functions come from existing software platforms; therefore, it
should be possible to run them unmodified on the logical infrastructure. However,
extending these platforms with functionalities stemming from H/W disaggregation
may be beneficial. The next section elaborates opportunities a set of use-cases
unlocked by SDHI.
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2.4 New Opportunities and Applications
In this section, we discuss some of the technical use-case and workload deployment
opportunities and benefits that are made possible by SDHI. These use cases
illustrate the possibility of innovations in the way we run application and serve
workloads in DCs.

2.4.1 Minimizing the Cost of Hypervisor
When an SDHI is fully deployed, the one-to-one mapping between a physical
server’s chassis and a host will be broken; thus there is no notion of host/server
systems. Preferably, there is only knowledge of the different hardware components
yet to be assigned and programmed. The cloud infrastructure operator utilizes
an API to create specific host/server systems, i.e., logical servers or logical hosts.
One potential benefit is removing or minimizing the cost of virtualization. As
discussed earlier, cloud providers currently employ server virtualization techniques,
typically via a hypervisor, to virtualize and share the underlying H/W among
multiple tenants. However, hypervisor virtualization comes at the cost of extra
overhead, as it interleaves execution of the applications and the execution of the
hypervisor/host OS [37–39].

The primary functions of the hypervisor are to perform abstraction, sharing,
allocation, and configuration of resources for each tenant while enforcing isolation
and security among them. SDHI can address many of these functions – ideally
without the overhead. SDHI enables tenants to realize a purpose-built logical host.
Therefore, there is no need to have a hypervisor to ensure isolation between the
tenants since the logical hosts are distinct. The existence of pools of resources
provides the abstraction, while the “software-defined” part of SDHI provides the
allocation & configuration of the logical hosts. The fast interconnect can be
configured to limit cross-domain access, thereby ensuring security as the logical
host cannot access resources outside of its configuration. Furthermore, it is possible
to scale by dynamically establishing and adapting the configuration of logical
servers to precisely match the needs of particular workloads by on-demand selection
and configuration of (physical) resources from different resource pools.

2.4.2 Adaptive Server Realization
Ideally, there should be a perfect match between the workload being executed
and the logical server’s resources in an SDHI to eliminate resource stranding, thus
gaining the most from this new paradigm.

With SDHI, the logical server, the platforms, and applications it hosts (the
service domain) can interact with the different operational layers (see Section
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2.3) by sending requests and receiving hints and feedback. Tight interaction
between the service and operation domains presents an opportunity for dynamic
configuration and fine-grain resource (re)scheduling that can increase resource
utilization and system efficiency. Fig. 2.6 illustrates some scenarios where a logical
server could benefit from dynamic adaptation.
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Figure 2.6: Adaptive and dynamic logical server realization [1]: (a) shows
the configuration optimization based on application feedback, (b) shows what
happens when a logical server requires more resources, and (c) shows what
happens later when the logical server requires fewer resources.

Fig. 2.6(a) shows a scenario where the execution environment scheduler decides
which job (i.e., part of a given workload) will be executed by which CPU, hence this
scheduler can provide feedback to the management stack (step 1). This feedback
can be used to optimize the configuration of the logical server. For example, the
network can be reconfigured such that the part of the known workload will be
executed in a particular logical server’s CPU and hence will be allocated memory
close to this CPU (step 2). Later the operations domain can be notified of either:
(1) the logical server requiring more resources - Fig. 2.6 (b) - step 1 or (2) a set
of resources may be released - Fig. 2.6(c) - step 1. In these cases, the operations
domain dynamically re-configures the different resources and DC interconnection
fabric to adapt the logical server to its new configuration (Fig. 2.6 (b) and (c) -
step 2). Minimizing the time required for realizing these dynamic adaptations is
a major factor in achieving high performance and efficiency.

2.4.3 The Big Modular Machine
Today application designers have to deal with the resource limitations of a single
server. This is particularly true for those applications that store and handle a large
volume of data, thus requiring a large amount of memory. SDHI can solve this
problem by forming “very” big machines that are composed by interconnecting a
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large number of CPUs, memory, and storage. Applications (such as in-memory
databases) that today rely on being distributed over a set of servers to achieve
scale can potentially be deployed on a single big machine provisioned through
SDHI. This will reduce the complexity of the application by eliminating the
synchronization overheads, load balancing, and failure handling that arise due
to scaling by distribution. This approach can also help improve the performance
of the application by removing the communication overhead between the servers,
as all the data and processing are resident within the single big machine.

2.4.4 In-memory Communication and Data Sharing
A lot of network traffic that traverses network elements (such as switches in a DC)
is between applications running on different servers. Today, in order to achieve
scale, applications are composed of different components that can be run in a
distributed fashion on different servers, but this may lead to an exchange of a
large volume of data between the servers within a DC (or even between different
DCs). In an SDHI, logical servers can potentially share a portion of memory and
use that memory as a communication channel. This mode of communicating via
shared memory can reduce cost by reducing the number or capacity of NICs and
switches in the DC (at the cost of using the interconnection fabric). Moreover, it
can reduce latency for the communication between applications.

2.4.5 Business Opportunities
Combining resource disaggregation and software-defined capabilities makes it less
expensive and faster to expand the infrastructure to follow the exponential growth
in both data and demand for Information Technology (IT) services. Moreover, it
offers the possibility to right-size the infrastructure based on the actual market [59]
and customer demand, while avoiding over-dimensioning or losing customers due
to insufficient capacity. New capacity can be added by either upgrading current
components with more powerful ones (e.g., upgrading CPUs to ones with higher
clock frequencies or larger core counts) or simply adding new chassis of the specific
components which are the bottlenecks. For instance, if there is an increase in the
amount of data, expanding the storage tier and memory tier, without needing to
purchase new and costly CPUs.

Moreover, the inherent flexibility and dynamicity of SDHI facilitates the
adaptation of resources to fit any type of workload or application, further reducing
the risk of investments in the infrastructure. Improved efficiency and finer
granularity in creating logical servers brings new revenue streams for the cloud
infrastructure operator. This makes it possible for these operators to act as
a service provider by using these extra resources to offer new services to their
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customers at low prices. Furthermore, SDHI will have impact on DC’s TCO.
Chapter 3 elaborates further on SDHI’s TCO related aspects.
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Chapter 3

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)†

As we discussed earlier, there have been efforts to move toward SDI driven
by economic and pricing theories in order to achieve sustainable profit,
cost reduction, and flexibility. However, since the current ratio between

IT capacity and its related cost is still high, it is difficult to deliver the desired
performance and capacity by simply using current SDI technologies and increased
investment.

One mission for a next-generation DC is to scale the DC infrastructures beyond
the cost and capacity limitations of today’s DC architecture [8, 60]. Achieving this
goal requires technical advancements together with a change in the perception of
their financial impact. Therefore, apart from SDHI’s functional opportunities—as
one possible way of realizing a next-generation DC, it is essential to understand
the impact of SDHI on the TCO.

The total cost of owning and operating a DC are affected by many different
parameters. Until recently, many of these factors were ignored as their impact
on the business and economy were negligible. For instance, hardware utilization
in current DCs is under 50 percent [15–17], which is one of the primary reasons
for the high-cost of cloud computing units [61]. One reason for such low resource
utilization is due to their physical silos thus resources are stranded and hence
wasted. Until recently this was acceptable, but that is no longer the case. The
market is too competitive to ignore such a waste of resources. Economic efficiency
is vital for cloud owners of all sizes and anything that can reduce the cost or
increase the operational performance of the cloud infrastructure matters.

SDHI combined with H/W resource disaggregation provide a greater degree
†The work described in this chapter is based on [2]. The authors of the article retained

the copyright and give their joint approval for parts of this material to appear in this licentiate
thesis. ©2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from M. Mahloo, J. M. Soares and A. Roozbeh,
“Techno-economic framework for cloud infrastructure: A cost study of resource disaggregation,”
Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems (FedCSIS), Sept. 2017.
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of sharing, thus enabling higher utilization. Higher utilization means that the
same workload can be served with fewer hardware resources [62], hence potentially
reducing CAPEX. However, SDHI’s cost savings go beyond CAPEX as they can
impact OPEX.

3.1 Related Work

Many studies addressed the great importance of a DC’s cost efficiency for cloud
providers [63–67]. However, there is a lack of a complete model to assess cost and
there are a limited number of works that include SDHI and resource disaggregation
in their study. S. Polfliet et al. [68] evaluated the impact of data-centric workloads
on the design of a DCs. Their observation suggests exploitation of heterogeneity
in DC, by running a job on the most cost-efficient server to reduce the overall cost.
In [69], the cost benefits of software-defined DCs over traditional server-oriented
DCs are presented. N. Rasmussen [70] elaborated the cost benefits of rightsizing of
DCs, which can be achieved by SDHI. G. Boris et al. [71] analyzed the TCO for
different processor types showing the benefits of having a new scale-out processor
as compared to tiled and conventional processors. The authors of [72] presented
the cost benefits of having shared infrastructure in DCs through the comparison
of a four server chassis with shared resources with the single server case showing
substantial cost savings even on a small scale DC.

One of the initial efforts toward cost evaluation of disaggregated systems can be
found in [73]. However, this work focused on the impact of memory disaggregation
on CAPEX and ignored OPEX. Work presented in [74] included OPEX and
provided an overall perspective on the cost impact of full resource disaggregation.
However, it does not provide thorough insights into the assumptions nor the
models. None of these previous studies offers a comprehensive framework for
estimating the cost of ownership of running a DC. The available frameworks
lack the ability to compare the TCO of different technologies, architectures, and
hardware configurations nor do they offer the ability to evaluate the impact of
running different application types.

To address this gap and fully understand SDHI’s impact on cloud & DC
economic efficiency, we explored and modeled an SDHI-based cloud infrastructure’s
TCO. We performed a cost comparison of deploying an SDHI architecture versus
deploying a server-based SDI architecture in DCs. Our study considered all the
major cost categories incurred during the DC’s lifetime regarding both CAPEX and
OPEX (i.e., from the deployment phase, when a considerable upfront investment
is required, to all costs related to each operational process).
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3.2 Techno-Economic Framework
The cost evaluation of a DC includes several steps — i.e., from the expected
workload to be served by DC to the TCO prediction of DC over its lifetime —
that should be considered in a framework which will be used for estimation of a
DC’s cost. Fig. 3.1 illustrates our proposed framework to evaluate the cost of a
DC.

Workload Type 
& Characteristics

Application
Profiling

Estimated 
Resource 

List

H/W
Dimensioning

Estimated 
H/W
List 

TCO

This module estimates the
amount of H/W resources
based on the input 
workload. It has information 
specifying the mapping 
between  the application’s 
type, its load, and the 
amount of related H/W 
resources. 

This module estimates DC's
TCO based on the H/W-
related data (e.g., cost, 
power consumption, and 
failure rate) and DC-related
characteristics (e.g., size 
and location).

This module calculates the 
list of H/W resources to be
purchased. It receives 
a list of available H/W 
resources in market (such 
as CPU types) and 
the requirements related to 
DC infrastructure (e.g., 
power density limit).

Requirement related to 
applications to be run on
the DC, e.g., applications´
type and their load.

Figure 3.1: Proposed framework for cost evaluation of DC [2].

Typically DCs serve different applications with different profiles, such
as computationally-intensive applications, memory-intensive applications, and
network-intensive application. Understanding the type of applications & workloads
and their expected yearly load growths are primary information for DC owners to
use to dimension their DC’s infrastructure. In our framework, the “Application
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Profiler” receives such information as an input and estimates the amount of
required resources as an output.The output of “Application Profiler” is in the
form of pure resources, e.g., the number of CPU cores, the total required Million
Instructions Per Second (MIPS), the volume of memory & storage, and amount of
bandwidth to/from computing nodes.

The estimated resource requirements will be used by “hardware dimensioning
module” to propose the list of equipment and software that need to be purchased.
This module has access to information about the available infrastructures, such as
CPU types, Random Access Memory (RAM) volumes, and switch models and their
specifications. The hardware dimensioning module takes the resource requirements
generated by the application profiling module as an input and produces the
shopping list containing the hardware and software that need to be purchased.This
module needs to be fed with information regarding the potential hardware that
can be purchased, such as available chassis, CPU types, RAM volumes, switch &
router models, and other DC-related equipment (such as racks and power supplies).
This module considers the cost of equipment and other criteria in its decision. For
instance, if we need 800 CPUs cores, then this module might propose 100 CPU
in sockets with eight cores or 50 CPU in sockets with 16 cores each, based on the
available CPUs’ frequencies, cache size, prices, and so on.

The “TCO module” receives the proposal(s) from “hardware dimensioning
module” and calculates the total cost of owning and operating a DC (i.e., including
CAPEX and OPEX aspects) of the DC during its lifetime. The result of TCO can
be used to find the most cost-efficient option. Next section elaborates further on
the TCO module of our framework.

3.3 TCO Model
Many different parameters affecting the TCO, some of these were previously
ignored as their impact on the business and economy were negligible. In contrast,
the TCO model in this work includes all the significant cost categories incurred
during the DC’s entire life cycle (i.e., from the deployment phase, when a
considerable upfront investment is required, and including all cost aspects related
to each operational process). Fig. 3.2 presents a generic TCO cost classification.

The pricing model (including price erosion) is an inevitable part of TCO
estimation. Different TCO parameters are expected to have a different pricing
models∗. For instance, the equipment price, especially for recently released
products, is expected to decrease over time — as a result of mass production
and technology matureity. However, human resource costs, such as technician

∗The details of price model used in our TCO analysis is not part of the contribution of this
licentiate thesis and can be found in [2].
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salaries are expected to increase each year. The erosion in prices can be estimated
by examining the price curve over time for each of the parameters [75].

OPEX

CAPEX

Failure Management 

Life Cycle

Maintenance

Energy

Floor Space

Floor Space

IT Equipment

Infrastructure

Installation
TCO

OPEX

CAPEX

Figure 3.2: Cost classification of TCO [2].

3.3.1 Capital Expenditures (CAPEX)
CAPEX includes the initial investment to set-up a DC and to bring it to the state
where it is operational (i.e., covers the expenses needed to purchase and install
different facilities). CAPEX can be divided into four main parts: IT equipment,
infrastructure, installation, and floor space cost.

IT Equipment. This part includes the sum of all expenses related to purchasing
the IT related hardware such as servers (or individual resources such as CPU and
memory), switches, chassis, and racks.

Infrastructure (Cooling and Power). Cooling and power-related facilities
are one of the significant parts of a DC’s long term costs. Some examples of
such facilities are; chillers; uninterrupted power systems; heating; ventilation; air
conditioning; and power distribution units. The size of these facilities can be
estimated based on the estimated workload that this DC is expected to serve
during the upcoming years [76].

Installation. This part covers the cost associated with the installation of the
purchased facilities and IT equipment together with proper connectivity both to
the network devices and power distributions units. The installation cost depends
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on different factors, such as the number of technicians required for the installation,
their hourly salary, and the estimated time to install each piece of equipment.

Floor space. This part covers the real state cost when a DC owner buys the
building or when they need to restructure the building to be suitable for use as a
DC.

3.3.2 Operational Expenditures (OPEX)
OPEX includes the expenses related to a DC’s operation over a predefined time
interval. The main OPEX parameters involved in our study are shown in Fig. 3.2.

Energy cost. The cost of energy is one of the largest challenges for DC owners.
This part includes the energy cost of all types of equipment, including the IT
equipment, cooling facilities, and lighting. In addition to price erosion (inflation),
the power utilization efficiency (PUE) of each piece of equipment is a factor that
should be considered.

Maintenance. To keep a DC operational, regular maintenance of its equipment
is needed. The maintenance tasks include testing & monitoring the equipment,
updating the software, and renewing licenses. This cost category reflects the
human resource expenses as well as the cost of supporting components and licenses.

Floor space. As discussed earlier, the DC owners either buy/build the building
or lease one. In the latter case, the floor space cost is part of OPEX and paid
periodically to the owner of space. To calculate this cost, one needs to estimate the
area required to accommodate the DC’s infrastructure, which can be calculated
by estimating the total number of racks and other supporting equipment (e.g.,
cooling and power facilities) required to serve the defined workloads.

Life cycle. IT equipment needs to be replaced for several reasons, such as their
life cycles or new generations of the same hardware. The cost of to buying new
equipment and installing them in an existing DC are in this category.

Failure management. This cost category includes the cost due to fixing the
source of failures, such as replacing faulty components, or repairing them when
possible.
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3.4 Workload and Deployment Scenarios
Our study considered three different types of applications with different resource
requirements in terms of CPU, memory, and networking resources. These three
types of applications are represented by: Systems Applications and Products
(SAP) HANA [77], Video on Demand (VoD) [78], and Mesos [56]. Moreover, we
assumed load variation during the day for each application. The load variations of
applications are adjusted in such a way that total resource requirements during day
and night are nearly the same (with an aim to maximize the resource utilization
at all the time) - as shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Application load profiles during day and night.

Application Load Unit Dayload Nightload

SAP Server 42 30
VoD Streams 1000000 400000
Mesos Jobs 8000 12000

We compared three different deployment scenarios: (i) server-based architecture
without any resource sharing; therefore, each application will have it own dedicated
servers (i.e., a DC based on heterogeneous servers); (ii) SDI which offers resource
sharing enabled by virtualization or any other resource sharing techniques (i.e.,
a DC based on homogeneous servers); and (iii) SDHI based on H/W resource
disaggregation.

3.4.1 Application Profiling
The standard specification of SAP HANA requires servers with four CPU sockets
(minimum 15 cores) and 1.5 TB of memory. Therefore, needed resources for a
SAP HANA workload can be calculated by using Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2.

CPU cores = Ns × 4 ×Nc (3.1)

RAM volume (MB) = Ns × 1500 (3.2)

Where, Ns represents the number of running servers (i.e., eight during the day and
five during the night in our case), and Nc is the number of cores per CPU ( i.e., 15
in this example). VoD resource requirements can be calculated based on Eq. 3.3
and Eq. 3.4 [78], where S represents the number of simultaneous streams.

CPU cores = S × 0.013 (3.3)
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RAM volume (MB) = S × 64 (3.4)

In the case of Mesos, the relation between the CPU and RAM volume is one
to eight, which means for each CPU core – 8 GB of memory is needed. Moreover,
the Mesos application requires a minimum of three servers (or VMs) one as a
bootstrap node (with 2 cores and 16 GB RAM), one as a master node∗ (with 4
cores and 32 GB RAM), and one as an agent node (2 cores and 16 GB RAM).
The number of agent nodes grows as the number of jobs planned to be executed.
Our study considers one job per agent node at each point of time, where a job can
have many tasks [56].

Table 3.2 presents the maximum number of required CPUs and memory volume
(GB) for different deployment scenarios for each application based on the load
profiles shown earlier in Table 3.1. It worth noting that for SDI and SDHI
scenarios, the resources are estimated for all the applications as both of them
support resource sharing. However, in a server-based scenario, each application
has its own dedicated resources (servers).

Table 3.2: CPU, memory and storage requirement per scenario.

Scenario CPUcores RAM(GB) Storage(GB)
SDI 31534 262712 300000SDHI

server based
SAP 2520 63000 120000
VoD 3000 64000 140000
Mesos 24014 192112 40000

The information regarding the needed resources can be used to dimension
the needed H/W. Table 3.3 presents the results of hardware dimensioning of our
scenarios for the first year. In this study, we assumed a ten percent load growth
for the DC, which means each year new equipment needs to be purchased to
address these additional demands. For the SDHI scenario, we considered a fully
disaggregated case so that each resource type (i.e., CPU, memory, storage, and
NIC) can be realized in an independent sled (i.e., CPU sled, memory sled, storage
sled, and NIC sled). For SDI and server-based scenario, the H/W resources are
dimensioned based on COTS servers [79–81].

As SDI supports resource sharing among different workloads, the highest
possible server configuration can be dimensioned (i.e., in terms of homogeneous
servers dimensioning). However, for the server-based scenario, we dimensioned
based upon the best available servers for each workload based on their demands

∗It is recommended to have three master nodes to support many agent nodes [56].
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Table 3.3: Dimensioning results.

Component/Item Life cycle Volume in number
(years) SDHI SDI server − based

Rack 7 32 50 56
Compute sled (4 socket) 5 359 0 0
Memory sled (48 DIMM) 5 86 0 0
Network sled (4 NICs) 5 359 0 0
Storage sled (20 SSD) 5 10 10 10
Server (4 socket-48 DIMM) 3 0 500 44
Server (2 socket-24 DIMM) 3 0 0 670
Server (2 socket-12 DIMM) 3 0 0 325
CPU (16 cores) 3 0 2000 174
CPU (18 cores) 3 0 0 1339
CPU (20 cores) 3 0 0 650
CPU (22 cores) 3 1436 0 0
RAM (64 GB) 4 4128 0 0
RAM (32 GB) 4 0 14300 6012
RAM (16 GB) 4 0 0 16080
SSD (960 GB) 5 200 200 200
NICs (2*25 GB ports) 4 1436 2000 2163

(i.e., heterogeneous servers dimensioning). For example, VoD and Mesos require
servers with two CPU but with different CPU to memory ratios. Hence, different
servers with 24 and 12 dual in-line memory modules (DIMMs) are selected for
them.

The number of racks is dimensioned based on the number of chassis to host
servers/sleds multiplied by two. The reason for overprovisioning is a DCs limitation
in the amount of watts per square meters they can offer. Therefore, we assumed
that each rack could only be 50% loaded by servers/sleds. It is worth noting
that the networking equipment, e.g., Top of Rack (ToR) switches and aggregation
switches are not included in our study. However, the high capacity connectivity
requirement between compute and memory resource pools is considered (i.e., as
part of the price of compute sleds) in our TCO calculation.

In our model, life cycles are estimated based on the architecture. In the case
of SDI and server-based scenarios, a server’s lifetime is considered as the shortest
life cycle of its components. However, in the case of SDHI, each resource sled
has an independent replacement window based on its resource type. A lifetime
of each component is estimated based on component warranty [82–84] or known
refreshment life cycles [85].
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The component prices are estimated based on the values in [79–81, 86–89].
Since the hardware related to SDHI is not commercially available, we derived the
prices for disaggregated resources based on Eq. 3.5, Eq. 3.6, and Eq. 3.7.

PComSl = α× Pser (3.5)

PMemSl = β × Pser (3.6)

PNetSl = γ × Pser (3.7)

where PComSl, PMemSl, and PNetSl represent the price of compute, memory and
networking sleds, and Pser reflects the cost of a conventional server with similar
configuration. The value of α, β, and γ indicate the price relation of each sled
to a server with the same capacity. Since the disaggregated resources require
high-speed networking and a new board, the cost is derived based on the price of
current servers plus the added value (i.e., α + β + γ > 1) This means that the
cost of accumulated resources in SDHI is higher than a server(s) with the same
capacity, we have use a factor of 1.7× in our study.

3.5 Cost Analysis
Figure 3.3 illustrates the TCO for three scenarios for a DC’s lifetime over ten years.
The SDHI scenario offers lower TCO, thus making it possible to save around 40
percent of total cost after ten years. These figures also highlight the importance
of OPEX, as it is twice as big as the initial investment (CAPEX) which explains
the cost difference growth over time (shown in Fig. 3.3a).

To understand the main sources of TCO saving, one needs to identify the
contribution of each cost category to the estimated TCO. As shown in Fig. 3.4a
life cycle management (around 35%), IT equipment (around 30%), and energy
cost (around 20%) are the three main factors that contribute to TCO. Having
independent hardware resources instead of monolithic servers breaks the tight
integration of the different components and brings flexibility to the updating
of individual resources based on their life cycle. This can reduce the life cycle
management cost of DCs based on SDHI by more than 30 percent compared to
the other two scenarios. The IT equipment cost savings is due to the smaller
amount of IT equipment purchased, which results in less energy consumption.
Moreover, the modularity of SDHI makes life cycle management cheaper as each
resource can be independtly scaled as needed.
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Figure 3.3: TCO for all scenarios over 10 years of a DC’s lifetime [2]. SDHI
represents a DC architecture based on H/W resource disaggregation; server-
oriented represents a scenario where each service/application has dedicated
resources; and SDI represents a scenario where different applications share
the infrastructure using virtualization or other similar technologies.
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Figure 3.4: Normalized TCO breakdown and expenses per cost element for
all scenarios [2].

As SDHI requires less IT equipment to be purchased, in great part due to the
increased H/W utilization in SDHI, i.e., above 90% for both CPU and memory.
Fig. 3.5b illustrates the memory and CPU utilization of all three scenarios.

In our analysis, all scenarios utilize nearly the same amount of resources.
However, 20 percent of CPU cores are wasted in the server-based scenario, i.e.,
mainly due to overprovisioning of resources to cover the peak demands when
resource sharing is not possible. Since we dimensioned servers for high CPU
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Figure 3.5: Amount of allocated and wasted resources during peak [2].

utilization (instead of memory — as CPUs are (typically) more expensive than
DRAM), the memory wastage is relatively high for both SDI ( i.e., 40%) and server-
based (35%) scenarios. This means when all server’s CPUs are utilized, unused
memory is wasted as access to this memory is limited to the servers’ boundary
(with respect to being shared); hence, neighboring servers cannot use it.

Less hardware per unit of workload results in lower floor space requirements,
less power means reduced cooling infrastructure, as well as lower power
consumption. Furthermore, higher autonomous operation is a natural result of
SDI that further reduces the required number of field technicians per instance,
thus saving on human resource expenses. Proactive monitoring can decrease the
impact of failures on services, leading to lower failure management cost. Also,
isolating the failure of an individual component makes it possible to replace the
faulty component on the fly without interrupting the entire service, leading to much
quicker recovery time and is nearly transparent to the application. These factors
mean that it is easier to provide highly available services and prevent significant
penalty costs by reducing the number of SLA violations.

At this point, it is important to highlight that currently there is not (yet) a fully
SDHI environment. Researchers describe somewhat different levels and types of
resource disaggregation [19]. In the majority of cases, disaggregation is restricted
to a rack (i.e., logical hosts can only be composed within a rack, therefore the
term “rack-scale”). Most of the systems only support partial disaggregation (e.g.,
storage [90, 91]) and are limited to the rack level. The next Chapter discusses the
challenges in realzing SDHI.
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Chapter 4

Technologies, Challenges and
future directions in SDHI†

The concept of SDHI captured the interest of both industry and the research
community. One tangible realization of SDHI is Intel’s Rack Scale Design
(RSD) [92, 93]. RSD is one of the pillars of the Open Compute Project

(OCP) [90], an open source initiative that aims to scale computing infrastructures
in the most efficient and economical way. Moreover, RSD is part of the foundation
of Ericsson’s Hyperscale Data System (HDS) 8000 [91]. Other efforts in the
area include HPE’s Memory-Driven Computing known as “The Machine” [94]
and Microsoft’s Rack-scale Computing [95]. Other commercial solutions that are
paving the way towards disaggregation at small scales include HP Moonshot [96],
AMD SeaMicro [97], Boston Viridis [98], and research platforms as described in
[99–105].

The direct technological impact of SDHI and H/W resource disaggregation is
confined to the H/W and its operation. However, this impact ripples through
all the other layers of SDHI’s architecture. In this chapter, we briefly present a
technology overview, a range of ongoing efforts, and challenges toward realizing
SDHI. These are organized in relation to the different architecture layers presented
in Chapter 2. More detailed elaboration on this topic is available in [1].

†The work described in this chapter is based on [1]. The authors of the article retained
the copyright and give their joint approval for parts of this material to appear in this licentiate
thesis. ©2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from A. Roozbeh et al., ‘Software-Defined
“Hardware” Infrastructures: A Survey on Enabling Technologies and Open Research Directions,”
IEEE Communications Surveys & Tutorials, thirdquarter 2018.
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CHAPTER 4. TECHNOLOGIES, CHALLENGES AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS IN SDHI

4.1 Shift in Hardware
H/W resource disaggregation is in its early stages. Although storage has been
disaggregated [90, 91], challenges remain in how to decouple the remaining server
components, such as memory, processors, and NICs. This section focuses on the
inherent challenges related to the physical components, focusing on two main areas:
H/W component disaggregation/aggregation and slicing and the Networking.

4.1.1 H/W Component Disaggregation/Aggregation and
Slicing

This subsection discusses the challenges regarding H/W component
disaggregation/aggregation and slicing, such as processor, memory, storage, and
NIC.

4.1.1.1 Processor Aggregation and Slicing

The core of SDHI is independent resource pools that can be dynamically composed
into logical infrastructures. Whether it is possible to construct logical servers with
an arbitrary number of CPUs without suffering the overheads of hypervisor-based
solutions is one of the key questions [106].

Aggregating CPUs requires a lot of low latency bandwidth for the inter-CPU
traffic (See Table 2.1 on page 11). However, it is hard to realize this bandwidth
with low latency over long distances. The typical use-case for aggregating CPUs
is to build high-capacity servers that are suitable for scale-up scenarios (see
Section 2.4). However, as current cloud applications are designed to follow the
scale-out paradigm, there seems to be little research in this area.

The inverse of aggregating CPU sockets is slicing a CPU socket into multiple
resources. When the configuration of a server’s hardware platform is fixed, there
is little benefit in slicing the CPU to run different OSs without a hypervisor,
as contention exists when accessing hardware resources. However, with resource
pooling opportunities exist to exploit CPU slices. Today, explicit CPU slicing is
infeasible as the LLC, PCIe, and many other H/W resources are shared among all
of the cores in one socket. Virtualization techniques, to some extent, provides
resource sharing (but not explicit CPU slicing) but at the cost of decreased
performance. Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) aimed to minimize the
virtualization overhead on Input/Output (I/O) performance by bypassing the
virtualization layer (e.g., hypervisor) in the datapath and enabling multiple VMs
to run simultaneously while sharing PCIe devices [107]. However, a similar solution
does not exist for “explicit” slicing of the LLC. Some aspects of how current
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H/W can be adjusted to support CPU slicing with isolation will be discussed
in Chapter 5.

While CPUs are indeed a fundamental element, these are not the only type
of processors that are being pushed towards disaggregation. Acceleration devices,
such as GPUs and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), are also at the
forefront of this technology shift. However, most of the explored approaches purely
rely on software and are implemented at the OS level [108–111]. Amazon has a
commercial offering for remote acceleration. However, FPGAs deployed in a DC
is not fully cloudified at this point and does not supporting multi-tenancy.

4.1.1.2 Memory Disaggregation and Pooling

The demand for server memory capacity has been increasing along with the
increase in the number of cores per socket, the number of VMs running on
a server, and the increased memory footprint per VM [112]. The need for
increased memory capacities has been further fuelled by the growing number of in-
memory applications & processing, real-time analytics, and ongoing technological
advancement [113, 114]. However, a set of studies (e.g., [15–18, 29, 30]) reveal
that the average memory capacity utilization is 50% and the peak memory usage
continues to increase. This combination suggests that large aggregate amounts
of memory will be underutilized. Moreover, DRAM process scaling is becoming
costly, imposing limits on how much DRAM can be placed on a server blade.
At the same time, there is a variety of Storage Class Memory (SCM) [115–117]
that are being researched. However, limiting these memories to a single CPU
blade increases the potential for underutilization of these memories; therefore, an
increase in cost for the cloud service provider.

Memory disaggregation could help solve these problems while increasing the
memory capacity available for applications, increasing the average utilization of
the infrastructure, and reducing total energy consumption. Disaggregation brings
the advantages of modularity, independent component replacement, and correct
scaling, to the memory system. Additionally, it can enable: (1) redundant memory
copies based on application requirements rather than being limited to what is
supported by a particular CPU; (2) reduction in the number of refresh requests
issued by the memory controller that is part of the CPU to a memory controller
placed on the memory blade, thus potentially increasing the scalability and energy
efficiency as memory capacities increase; (3) runtime change of memory banks on
a memory sled to provide better performance or to reduce energy consumption;
(4) merging of similar pages across different compute sled boundaries; and (5)
shared memory architectures for intra-server communications. For example, this
disaggregation could enable efficient VM migration within the same rack or sharing
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of system state across several logical services running within the rack without
employing load balancers (e.g., [118]).

However, memory in current commodity architectures has been very tightly
coupled to the CPU due to the very high bandwidth and low latency requirements
of the CPU-memory bus (see Table 2.1 on page 11). Moreover, the current
memory bus cannot be extended to longer distances due to signal integrity
issues. Alternatively converting the parallel-electrical-bus of the memory devices
into a serial-optical-bus becomes a very expensive proposition in terms of both
cost and energy. There is little research that considers completely removing
memory from the compute sled. Instead, current research approaches attempt
to realize partial memory disaggregation by using local DRAM as a cache for
remote memory and swapping pages from/to remote memory as required. Two
methods are widely used in the literature: (1) including a PCIe extension to bridge
multiple memory domains or (2) use of Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)
(e.g., Infiniband [119] or Omnipath [120]) or other low latency methods. These
approaches have been shown to work well for applications with good data locality
[121]

There are software solutions that aggregate memory across multiple physical
servers [106, 122] for big data applications. However, performance penalties are
high when cross-server communication occurs. It has been a suggestion to use
Silicon photonics for CPU-memory interconnects [123, 124]. However, commercial
100 Gbps silicon photonics are insufficient for CPU-memory interfaces, as a Tbps
connection may be required to entirely separate memory from CPU. More time
will be required for these solutions to be cost-effective and commercially available
for broad adoption across the entire infrastructure.

The design of a memory blade has inherent challenges. The rate at
which applications need memory, the speed of interconnects, the memory node
characteristics, and the performance of memory controllers are some of the
factors determining memory pool capacities and the number of required memory
controllers. The location of a memory controller itself presents interesting choices,
e.g., memory controller placed close to the memory blade or on CPU socket each
of which has advantages and disadvantages. A future design could potentially split
the roles of the memory controller and realize different roles at different locations.

With memory disaggregation and pooling memory access control mechanisms
will be required to prevent unauthorized accessed to memory. If a hypervisor exists
on the compute nodes, it could provide the needed protection. However, in bare
metal environments, such access control is required either at the hardware level of
the compute node or at the memory blade. Moreover, as multiple applications
could attach to the same memory pool, quality of service considerations are
required at various points. Additionally, protocols between the compute blade
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and memory blade need to be agnostic to current memory protocols (e.g., different
versions of the DDR protocol) to allow the use of different types of memory in the
memory blade.

Lastly, there are a few other important aspects to keep in mind. Since each
meter of separation between two resources adds at least 4-5 ns of latency, the
compute nodes and the memory sleds have to be placed reasonably closely, and the
separation between memory and CPU may not exceed a few meters for full memory
disaggregation. Moreover, memory disaggregation places new requirements on
OSs and applications as to what memory disaggregation means when compared
to a traditional Non-Uniform Memory Access (aka NUMA) system (see Section
4.3.1). Table 4.1 summarizes some of the most relevant works related to memory
disaggregation and pooling. More detailed descriptions of related work is available
in [1].

Table 4.1: Relevant works to memory disaggregation and Pooling.

Ref Objective of work Result summary
[112] Evaluate feasibility of memory

disaggregation over PCIe.
Memory disaggregation is feasible
and can provide substantial
performance benefits (on average
10X) in memory constrained
environments.

[6] Evaluate the feasibility of memory
disaggregation with existing
system designs and commodity
networking technology over
RDMA.

Current network technologies
are sufficient to do memory
disaggregation for a variety
of applications but with some
performance degradation for the
applications.

[125] Present the design,
implementation, and evaluation of
a PCIe-based rack area network
system for memory disaggregation
over PCIe & HRDMA .

Based on their design, one-
way kernel-to-kernel latency is
8.5 µsec, and the end-to-end
sustainable TCP throughput is
19.6 Gbps.

[126] Explore software and systems
implications of disaggregated
memory.

They develop a software-based
prototype by extending the
Xen hypervisor to emulate
a disaggregated memory design
wherein remote pages are swapped
into local memory on-demand.

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page
Ref Objective of work Result summary
[121] Feasibility of fully disaggregated

memory over PCIe.
Memory disaggregation is possible
under Spark SQL workload with
already available commercial
network technology.

[123] Present a new monolithic
silicon photonics technology
and its application for manycore
processor-to-DRAM networks.

The focus was on network aspect
for communication between CPU
and memory based on photonics.

[124] Assess feasibility of transferring
data across processors by using
the optical interconnection fabric.

The performance data
demonstrates the effectiveness of
switching memory in transparent
data sharing and communication
within a rack.

[127] Design and implementation
of a new memory distributed
computing platform with RDMA
over RoCE.

The platform performs well and
shows order of magnitude better
throughput and latency than main
memory systems that use TCP/IP
on the same physical network.

[128] Memory architecture for clusters
to enable a distributed non-
coherent shared-memory view
of the memory resources
present in the cluster over
HyperTransport [129].

The database that is running in
this prototype beats commercial
solutions in terms of latency and
throughput.

[130] Design a system using commodity
products that connect multiple
nodes and enable resource sharing
among these nodes over PCIe.

The evaluation results indicate
that resources can be efficiently
shared in many cases.

[131] Design and implementation of a
remote memory paging system for
an RDMA network.

Demonstrate the overall memory
utilization increases in a cluster of
nodes.

[132] Assess how can Symmetric Multi-
Processing high memory demands
take advantage of remote memory
over RDMA.

The proposed solution
significantly improve the
performance of memory intensive
workloads.

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page
Ref Objective of work Result summary
[133] Propose a scalable memory system

for scale-out servers.
The work discussed the system-
level design considerations
(including cache management) for
scale-out servers) and their study
showed that organizing the cache
at a page level is beneficial.

4.1.1.3 Storage Disaggregation and Pooling

The storage system was disaggregated early [134] to mitigate Direct-Attached
Storage problems of fate sharing of data with computing and low resource
utilization by introducing Storage Area Networks (SANs) and Network Attached
Storage (NAS) [135–137]. Fig. 4.1 illustrates a different storage deployment
solutions in DCs.

NAS
Device

FC,	Ethernet
switch

Network Attached	storage Storage	Area	NetworkDirect	Attached	storage

SAN
Device

Storage Storage

DC	Network

Servers

SAN

Figure 4.1: Different cloud storage architectures [1].

Initially, storage disaggregation was implemented using a separate network;
for example, via Fiber Chanel Storage Area Networks (SANs). With the wider
adoption of DC technologies, running two parallel networks, one using Fiber
Chanel and another using Ethernet becomes a problem. Different protocol
extensions have been proposed to overcome this issue. For example, both Fiber
Channel and the Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) protocol have been
extended to run on top of the Internet Protocol (IP), leading to Fiber Channel
over IP and internet SCSI (iSCSI) so one network can be used for both storage
and other DC traffic. Additionally, extensions have been proposed to Ethernet
to introduce DC Bridging to provide guarantees similar to Fiber Channel. The
Storage Networking Industry Association [138] is working to expand the adoption
of these technologies.
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While hard drives have a latency of few milliseconds, newer Solid-State Drive
(SSDs) have a latency of a few microseconds. The current generation of PCIe SSDs
offer higher performance and lower latency. New SCM memories that can provide
DRAM-like latencies and persistent storage with much higher storage density are
expected to be available soon. However, the effectiveness of advancements in
storage technology will be reduced if they are accessed via the network. SDHI
allows for all of storage elements (i.e., storage client and server) to be connected
– potentially without a network stack. Table 4.2 summarizes some of the most
relevant works related to storage disaggregation and pooling. More detailed
descriptions of related work is available in [1].

Table 4.2: Relevant works to Storage disaggregation and Pooling..

References Origin Scope
[134–137] Industry SAS, NAS, and SAN.
[139] Research Rack-scale storage fabric.
[140] Research Flash Storage disaggregation.
[141] Research Resiliency aspects of using

NVM.

4.1.1.4 NIC Slicing and Disaggregation

NICs play a significant role in server disaggregation as the physical limitations
of other interconnects (e.g., the number of PCIe lanes and the distance they
can reach) impose limits on which resources are directly connected and which
resources can be accessed via the network. New NICs support various protocols
and operations, for example, crypto offloading, RDMA, OpenFlow [142], and P4
[143], reducing the load on CPU. Furthermore, I/O virtualization techniques such
as SR-IOV and Multi-Root I/O Virtualization (MRIOV) enables NIC slicing to
share the underlying NIC among multiple VMs.

NIC disaggregation can be useful in composing servers with the requisite
amount of network bandwidth. NIC disaggregation makes it easy to exploit
other benefits of disaggregation, such as independent life cycle management,
accelerating specific applications, and reducing the inventory of specialized cards.
Currently available disaggregated NICs, commercially called multi-host NICs
[144, 145], simultaneously support multiple physical servers [146] and allocate
variable amounts of bandwidth to the different hosts. These multi-host NICs
also reduced the number of ports needed on the ToR switches. Moreover, with
OpenFlow support, intra-VM traffic between different hosts attached to the same
multi-host NIC can bypass the ToR switches.
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S. M. Rumble, et al. [147] argue that reducing network latency is essential
in removing complexity from a DC’s applications and integrating NICs into
the CPUs is necessary to reduce this latency. Earlier work [148] done on Sun
Microsystems’ Niagara 2 processor showed that integrating a NIC into the CPU
reduces CPU utilization (of the network stack), even without storing packets
directly in the cache. However, integrating NICs is in opposition to the advantages
of disaggregation of NICs, such as independent upgrade cycles, reduced ToR port
usage, and the ability to scale up/scale down the available network bandwidth to
a CPU. It also restricts the accelerators to what is supported by the CPU vendor
or requires separate devices. The above considerations may necessitate the use of
integrated NICs for latency critical traffic together with disaggregated NICs for
non-latency critical traffic to/from the same server.

4.1.2 Networking

Networking plays a pivotal role for a resource disaggregated DC and is seen as an
enabler as well as an inhibiting factor. Therefore, the level of disaggregation in
future DCs will, to a great extent, be determined by the maturity of the networking
technology. The network of a resource disaggregated DC has to support, in
addition to all of the network traffic corresponding to today’s DC, the low latency
and high bandwidth requirements for communication among components of logical
servers. Two distinct communication paradigms with different requirements exist
in a SDHI architecture: (i) communication external to the logical host (i.e., via a
DC-wide network) and (ii) communication internal to the logical host (i.e., via an
interconnection fabric).

4.1.2.1 DC-wide Networking

Similar to today’s DCs, inter-logical host communication uses the logical host’s
NIC (s) and the DC-wide network (with its physical or virtual switches, routers,
and other chains of network functions [149]) and utilizes standard networking
protocols (e.g., Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/IP) for communication.
Although this communication benefits from dynamic network resource provisioning
capability, the dynamicity of this communication is limited by the capabilities of
network control approaches (e.g., SDN [40]) with respect to how rapidly it can
reconfigure the network. This aspect of DC networking and how to improve a
SDN has been well studied [149–155].
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4.1.2.2 Interconnection Fabric

Intra-logical host communication uses the DC’s interconnection fabric so that each
resource (or pool of resources) can communicate with other resources through
shared buses. Thus the communication that was previously restricted to a physical
server’s motherboard is carried across this fabric. Therefore, greater bandwidth is
needed on shared buses (such as PCIe). The interconnection fabric must ensure
sufficient performance that the (logical) server performs at the desired performance
level. As the DC’s interconnection fabric must provide connectivity between
various types of resources, the burden of enabling disaggregation falls on it.

The appropriate interconnection fabric for a resource disaggregated DC should
provide low latency, high bandwidth, high resiliency, low cost, and low power
consumption. These requirements suggest an optical network is a promising
means to overcome the practical limitations of copper board traces and the
rigorous demands upon latency and bandwidth when interconnecting the various
components (as described in Table 2.1). This requires cost-effective and efficient
optical network equipment to ensure efficiency in a DC based on SDHI.

In contrast to inter-logical host communication, the intra-logical host
communication does not require frequent changes, as the configuration of a logical
host remains relatively constant (except when optimizing and re-scheduling a
logical host’s resources). A resource disaggregated DC’s fabric is expected to utilize
a variety of interconnect technologies and protocols (i.e., QPI, SATA, PCIe, and
Ethernet). However, with regards to fiber-optic interconnects between different
resources in a resource disaggregated DC, much tighter integration of optics with
the resources is required (e.g., optical PCIe and other optical data links and
networks [156]). Some fundamental questions relevant to the interconnection fabric
are:

• How to meet the requirements for I/O-CPU, CPU-CPU, and CPU-memory
communication?

• What is an appropriate network and system architecture (including physical
network layout e.g., two-tier heterogeneous or flat network architecture) for
a resource disaggregated DC with suitable abstraction (i.e., packet-switching
or circuit-switching, best-effort or reliable communication)?

• Is there a need to modify/enhance the interconnect protocols to optimize
communication?

• How to share the interconnection fabric resources between different traffic
types requesting communication among various resources within logical
servers (e.g., CPU-to-CPU, CPU-to-RAM)?
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4.1.2.3 A DC-wide Network as an Interconnection Fabric

An alternative way to realize a resource disaggregated DC’s network is to
utilize the DC-wide network as an interconnection fabric (rather than having
two separate networks). Operation of such a DC-wide network requires a
suitable network controller. This controller could be based on distributed control
software, a logically centralized controller as network OS (i.e., in-line with SDN
philosophy [152]), or a combination of both approaches (e.g., see [153]). Moreover,
to get the most out of the entire environment, we foresee that networking
resources should be handled tightly together with the other types of resources when
composing logical instances. As a result, we expect that networking constraints
play a fundamental role as part of a DC’s resource scheduling (see Section 4.2.2).

Apart from the interconnection fabric’s challenges, some other questions need
to be answered, such as: “How to perform routing and congestion control between
different entities in different resource pools or even within one pool?” and
“How to share network resources between inter-logical servers and intra-logical
server traffics?”. Several work have already studied various networking aspect
of a disaggrigated DC, some of which are shown in Table 4.3. More detailed
descriptions of related work is available in [1].

Table 4.3: Summary of individual papers addressing networking for
resource disaggregation.

Ref Objective of work Summary of Result
[156] Discuss latency in optical data

links for optically attached
memory, optical PCIe and other
optical data links and networks.

The discussion shows that optics-
induced latency will contribute
only marginally to the overall
latency in communication.

[157] Rack network design and network
stack for rack-scale computers
(routing and rate control).

They proposed a rack
architectures. The result is
showing how the characteristics
of the proposed rack architectures
allow for new approaches that
are attuned to the underlying
hardware.

Continued on next page
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Table 4.3 – continued from previous page
Ref Objective of work Summary of Result
[158] Proposing a network stack

for rack-scale computers that
provides flexible and efficient
routing and congestion control.

The result shows the proposed
solution achieves very low
queuing and high throughput
for diverse and bursty workloads
while routing flexibility can
provide significant throughput
gains.

[159] Design a rack-scale network that
reconfigures the topology and
uplink placement using a circuit-
switched physical layer.

The proposed solution optimizes
the network’s physical topology
and significantly outperforms
static topologies and has a
performance similar to fully
reconfigurable fabrics.

[124] Assess the feasibility of
transferring data across
processors by using the optical
interconnection fabric - without
physically moving the data across
electrical switches.

They proposed memory switching
protocol that allows large-scale
data communication across
processors through the transfer
of a few tiny blocks of meta-data.

[125] Present a PCIe-based rack area
network solution to support the
communications and resource
sharing needs of disaggregated
racks.

The proposed solution includes a
hybrid ToR switch that consists
of PCIe ports and Ethernet
port. The solution supports
HRDMA as communications
primitive between servers within
a rack and supports socket-
based communications for legacy
network applications.

[6] Evaluate the network
requirements for resource
disaggregation concerning
application bandwidth and
latency demands, and
requirements imposed by resource
disaggregation.

Results showed that resource
disaggregation is feasible
even with existing network
hardware and that the
application’s memory bandwidth
demands determine the scale of
disaggregation.
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4.2 SDHI Layer
The basic principle of SDI, where an infrastructure is defined by software, is not
entirely new per se. This concept has been applied and explored in different ways.
Virtualization technologies in addition to SDN and SDS have been a means to
realize SDI (see Chapter 2), not in its pure sense (i.e., at the H/W level) but at a
software level that allows emulation, to a certain extent, of SDI. Only now, with the
concept of H/W disaggregation can SDI be explored in a purer sense, i.e., SDHI.
In the case of a resource disaggregated DC, SDHI aims to enable dynamically
definition and redefinition of logical server systems. This subsection elaborates on
the SDHI layer in general and its corresponding challenges.

4.2.1 Infrastructure Discovery and Control
Among the most fundamental requirements in a disaggregated environment is
the SDHI operation domains which must be able to discover, monitor, and
control the infrastructure dynamically. Traditional servers are limited to the
resources integrated on their physical motherboard (or directly connected to this
motherboard). However, in a disaggregated environment, where resources are
distributed and logically associated, the management complexity increases. The
type of information discovered, exposed, and monitored by the SDHI layer needs
to include (but is not limited to): hardware characteristics, capabilities and
monitoring information; connectivity map of the hardware resources; information
that allows it to (directly or indirectly) derive compatibility between different
hardware resources when composing logical infrastructures out of the available
resources; existing composed logical infrastructures in the system and associated
monitoring information; and hardware resources available for further composition
into existing logical infrastructures. This not only means that new types of
information need to be presented but also much more information needs to be
exposed and handled.

At a local hardware level, these functions are very simple, allowing them to be
implemented in microcontrollers, e.g., Board Management Controllers. This local
control implements only the essential functionalities, relegating more sophisticated
features (including those that require non-local knowledge) to higher level SDHI
management entities. To a certain extent, some of the challenges relate to the work
being carried out by the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) calable
Platforms Management Forum (SPMF) Working Group [160]. DMTF is working
on the specification of Redfish [51], an open industry standard specification and
schema that aims to enable simple, modern, and secure management of scalable
platform hardware. The Redfish specification brought some initial support for
fully disaggregated environments by: being able to expose individual resources
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(e.g. processor, and memory) and resource pools and not only traditional servers
(i.e. an aggregation of processor, memory, and NIC); exposing a composability
service that allows for the composition of logical servers by explicitly stating which
physical resources are to be used [51]. However, there are still a set of unsolved
aspects in this do main.

How to autonomously determine compatibility between different hardware
devices is not currently considered in Redfish. Redfish assumes that there is
an external process during which hardware device compatibility is explicitly set
into the system, and then exposed by Redfish. Another important aspect is DC
networking and fabric device exposure/control. The current work within Redfish
is at an early stage, but it indicates that the control of network devices will be
done by mapping YANG models to Redfish models [161]. However, it is important
to keep in mind that how to use and best propagate the information throughout
the system remains an open question.

4.2.2 Scheduling and Placement
Scheduling of workloads in a DC has received some attention in the literature
in recent years [162–166]. Two levels of scheduling can be identified in a SDHI
architecture: scheduling resources within a DC to realize the logical servers
(covered in this section) and scheduling within a logical server to execute the
workload (addressed later in Section 4.3). Resource scheduling within a SDHI
involves selecting resources based on their properties and physical & topological
information. A scheduling mechanism must take into account information about
each individual resource (such as CPU, memory, and storage) along with the
DC’s network (i.e., link and switching fabric information). Scheduling mechanisms
can be complex if the mechanism sees and selects every individual component or
simpler when the mechanism only sees and selects the pool from which a certain
resource should allocate. In the latter case, each pool would be responsible for its
internal scheduling, allowing individual optimization mechanisms per pool, thus
reducing the complexity of the core scheduling mechanism.

While the benefits of disaggregated environments have been extensively
advocated, one needs to understand how to “carefully” foster them. When setting
up a DC environment, dimensioning and distribution of resources come hand in
hand. In a highly flexible environment with physical resource distribution, finding
the optimal physical distribution/location of resources is even more important.
For example, distributed resources bring an associated networking cost, making it
necessary to find a balance between benefit and cost. Moreover, another challenge
is to understand and minimize the risk of distribution when placing CPU and
memory pools in two separate chassis, keeping in mind that if a chassis hosting
a CPU pool where several (logical) hosts are running, has a power failure, then
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all of these hosts will fail. Thus there are opportunities to realize different High
Availability methods for an SDHI other than those used in current SDI.

Finally, it is important to highlight that the initial resource distribution is
performed based on workload forecasting. However, it is extremely likely that
workload patterns change over time, and performing physical re-distribution of
resources will also be beneficial (e.g. moving a certain memory pool from one rack
to another). Having suitable mechanisms in place to optimize these re-distributions
is therefore required.

4.2.3 Monitoring and Analytics

In a “software defined” system that aims to be as automated as possible,
monitoring, fault prediction, and anomaly detection play a fundamental role.
These mechanisms have the potential to take the resiliency and robustness
of the infrastructure to a level never seen before in current infrastructure
architectures. Unlike today’s infrastructures, these mechanisms should address
both physical resources and logically composed resources. Therefore, the ability
to retrieve near real-time information from the infrastructure is crucial. While
retrieving physical information might be seen as a relatively straightforward task,
retrieving information from logical components and relating this information to
the information from physical components is not. For example, if multiple hosts
share a certain physical memory block or part of a CPU, this raises the question of
how the system can collect monitoring information not only regarding the physical
component but also from the portions associated with each logical host.

Moreover, predictive models need to be developed so that the infrastructure
can act proactively. For example, if one detects that a certain component is not
behaving normally (e.g. high temperature, which can indicate that a failure is
likely), then one could trigger the migration of the associated hosts to another
component. However, not everything can be predicted; therefore, fault detection
mechanisms need to be in place.

4.3 Platform Layer
Efficient use of SDHI requires the interplay of all the layers of the architecture (see
Fig. 2.5). In this section, we look at some key challenges faced by the platform
layer (specifically those regarding the OS and supporting services needed to run
the application).
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4.3.1 Operating System

From an OS and execution environment perspective, the first impact of a new
H/W architecture is felt at the OS level [167]. In this case, the OS needs to
understand how to cope with the impact of disaggregation (e.g. regarding CPU
scheduling, memory/storage usage, and potential scalability issues). From an OS
perspective, the three most important design aspects to consider while managing
a logical server composed of disaggregated resources are:

1. SDHI Interface: Unlike in the traditional situation where the OS is aware
of types and quantities of the resources, in a disaggregated H/W scenario an OS
needs to (directly or indirectly) interface with the SDHI to allocate, free, and
manage resources. The response time of this interface will have an impact on the
application’s performance. For example, smooth resource scaling and/or migration
should be possible, but would be difficult to implement without support from an
OS (or a hypervisor).

2. Hot (un)Plug of resources: It is critically important that the
OS supports and manages smooth and non-disruptive Hot plug and unplug of
resources, thus enabling the logical server to scale up and down based on the
demand of the workload. CPU hot plug is implemented in the Linux Kernel and
allows one to add/remove CPUs on demand [168]. However, the case of memory
hot plug is more challenging [169]; for instance, how to select and free a logical
host’s memory slot with minimal impact on the OS and running applications
during a scaling down phase. Today, the information required for smooth resource
scaling can only be collected from within the OS, and therefore requires the
participation of the OS in scaling down memory.

3. Abstraction: The OS needs to abstract away the fact that it is managing
disaggregated resources from the application running on top of it. This will be
crucial for many current state of the art applications. The OS will hide the
complexity of managing disaggregated resources from the application. While the
OS can provide the abstraction of the disaggregated resources to the application,
exposing the SDHI interface to the application can provide certain advantages that
an application can leverage (see Section 4.4).

4. Scheduling: Given a one-to-one mapping between the workload and a
logical host, the execution environment scheduler takes most of the responsibility
for workload scheduling, including distribution of the workload’s tasks and
execution of each task’s jobs. As a result the OS and its corresponding execution
environment can be modified to support scheduling that is aware of resource
disaggregation and the notion of remote vs. local memory or even different memory
types.
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4.3.2 Hypervisor and Resource Sharing
Cloud providers employ costly server virtualization, typically via a hypervisor, to
share the underlying H/W resources among multiple VMs. The primary functions
of the hypervisor are to perform resource abstraction, resource slicing, sharing, and
multi-tenancy; thus, the hypervisor performs resource allocation and configuration
for each VM instance, scheduling of VMs, enforces isolation between the VMs, and
enforces security. However, despite all efforts (e.g., [107, 170–172]) virtualization
still comes at the cost of extra overhead [37–39].

SDHI could be used to realize a logical server on which one could run a
hypervisor that offer VMs. However, this would suffer from the overhead of
the hypervisor. In a SDHI one should not be limited to the usage of legacy
hypervisor-based technologies; but rather, one should exploit resource sharing in
a far different manner to (potentially) avoid the overhead introduced by software-
based virtualization.

One of the key factors that underlies the resource efficiency of the SDHI is that
hardware resources can be dynamically shared among multiple logical servers, both
in time (i.e., a hardware resource that was part of a logical server at one time can
be moved to another logical server) and space (i.e., sharing of a hardware device
across two logical servers at the same time, often by using hardware-implemented
resource slicing functions). Fig. 4.2 shows four different examples of how resource
slicing, sharing, and aggregation could be realized in an SDHI. In the case of
A, a dedicated physical unit is provided for a host, hence no slicing or sharing
occurs. Case B shows an example in which resource units can be sliced, with each
slice assigned to different hosts as dedicated logical units. Case C shows the case
of overprovisioning where, in addition to slicing, resource sharing is occurring.
Finally, case D shows an example where multiple resource units are aggregated
and provided to the host as a single logical resource.
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Figure 4.2: Resource slicing and sharing in SDHI [1].

Because of the nature of the SDHI, the hypervisor’s functions can be
realized in different ways, thus eliminating or reducing the overhead of current
hypervisors. SDHI management domain enables realizing purpose built distinct
logical servers. The existence of pools of resources provides the abstraction, while
SDHI management provides the configuration & management of the logical hosts.
In SDHI interaction between a logical host occurs via the fast interconnection
fabric. The SDHI management is responsible for configuration and interconnection
of the different components of the logical server, hence can prevent cross-domain
access; therefore, preventing by construction a logical host from accessing anything
outside of its configuration, thus ensuring isolation. SDHI supports dynamic
scaling of the logical servers by adding or removing resources on the fly on-demand,
thus the logical server can be adapted to meet the workload’s resource demands.
Furthermore, a disaggregated H/W architecture supports logical aggregation of
different resources. This functionality enables resource re-allocation to other
logical host when a given logical hosts does not need these resources.logical server
to another one.
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4.4 Application Development
With SDHI, associated H/W capabilities and features, and new classes of H/W
devices that continue to be added to new DCs (e.g., Non-Volatile Memory
(NVM) and FPGAs), it is important to understand how these capabilities affect
applications, and how applications can take full advantage of this H/W. There
are two approaches. The first approach is to hide these details in a layer below
the application, e.g., in the OS or even SDHI, thus applications will continue to
be developed as they are today, while the H/W or OS deal with the effects of
disaggregation and new classes of H/W devices. This approach is particularly
interesting when running legacy applications. The second approach is to make
applications aware of disaggregation. This would enable applications to distinguish
and use different types of resources (such as remote vs. local memory and RAM
vs. NVM) while adapting their behavior to the H/W. This would likely result in
the best application performance, but comes at the cost of extra complexity in the
application development process.
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Chapter 5

Understanding the Current Cloud
Infrastructure†

Today’s cloud providers utilize different techniques, such as virtualization
via hypervisors, to increase resource utilization and to decrease the cost.
Furthermore, virtualization enables multi-tenancy where multiple users are

sharing the underlying H/W resources of modern multi-core servers (such as CPU,
LLC, memory, PCIe, and I/O devices). Resource sharing techniques inherently
provide neither distinct slicing nor guarantee isolation of the underlying shared
H/W resources. Virtualization comes at the cost of extra overhead, as it interleaves
execution of the applications and the execution of the hypervisor/host OS on the
underlying H/W resources. Some efforts have been made to minimize the cost
of virtualization, such as SR-IOV [107]. SR-IOV enables the isolation of PCIe
resources and bypasses the virtualization abstraction layer from the I/O datapath.
However, as noted earlier a similar solution for isolating and sharing the LLC is
missing.

Cloud computing is part of the industry’s transformation toward digitalization.
Since this transformation occurs gradually cloud computing is expected to follow
the same trend; hence the next-generation of the cloud will be defined as industries
undergo a major transformation. Next-generation DC infrastructures are expected
to address some of the limitations of current DC infrastructures. One step towards
establishing a next-generation DC is understanding & identifying the available
opportunities offered by the existing infrastructure and investigating how such
possibilities can be exploited to realize more efficient clouds & DCs. Furthermore,

†The work described in this chapter is based on [3]. The authors of the article retained the
copyright and give their joint approval for parts of this material to appear in this licentiate thesis.
©2018 ACM. Reprinted, with permission, from A. Farshin, A. Roozbeh, G. Q. Maguire Jr., and
D. Kostić, “Make the Most out of Last Level Cache in Intel Processors,” in Proceedings of the
Fourteenth EuroSys Conference, doi:10.1145/3302424.3303977. ISBN 978-1-4503-6281-8/19/0.
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such an understanding provides an opportunity to adjust both H/W and software
to be more efficient and thus better meet the emerging demands on future clouds.
Along this line, we focus on the LLC in Intel’s processors to see how the LLC can
be used or enhanced to address some of the requirements of a next-generation DC.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 provides
necessary background regarding the organization of the LLC in Intel’s processors.
Section 5.2 elaborates on Intel Complex Addressing and Section 5.3 quantifies the
characteristics of different LLC slices regarding access time. Next, Section 5.4
proposes the principle of slice-aware memory management and examines its
potential benefits. Section 5.5 exposes the potential benefit that a Key-Value
Store (KVS) application can gain by adopting slice-aware memory management.
Section 5.6 discusses cache isolation that can be enabled by slice-aware memory
management. Moreover, Section 5.7 addresses the limitations and future direction
of our work. Finally, we discuss other efforts relevant to our work in Section 5.8.

5.1 Last Level Cache
Typically a computer system is formed by several CPUs connected to a memory
and other types of resources (see Fig. 2.2 on page 11). The CPU needs to fetch
instructions and data from some type of memory. For performance reasons this
memory is typically located on the same chip as the CPU, and it is (generally)
made of high-speed static RAM. This memory is typically organized and managed
as a CPU’s cache. However, cache memory is an expensive and limited resource.
As a result, a computer system implements a memory hierarchy by utilizing
progressively cheaper and slower memory, such as DRAM, NVM, and local
secondary storage (see Fig 5.1). By keeping recently-used data and instructions in
the CPU’s cache the memory access time is reduced.

Modern (Intel) processors implement a cache with three levels of hierarchy.
Level one cache (L1) is divided into two small portions, one explicitly for data and
another explicitly for instructions (aka L1 D-cache and L1 I-cache, respectively).
Level two cache (L2 or mid-level cache) is typically somewhat larger than L1.
Finally, level 3 cache (L3), also known as the Last Level Cache (LLC), is the
largest cache. The L1 and L2 caches are private to each core, while LLC is shared
among all CPU cores on one CPU socket. There is a “mapping function” in a
system which decides how different physical addresses from DRAM will be loaded
to caches, see Fig. 5.2.

When a CPU needs to access a specific physical memory address, it checks the
different caches to determine whether the content of the desired address is already
available. If it is available from any cache level (aka a cache hit), then the request
will be served from that cache level. Otherwise, a cache miss occurs and the next
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level in the cache hierarchy will be examined for the target address. Finally, if the
target address is unavailable in the LLC, then the CPU requests this data from
main memory, e.g., DRAM. In virtual memory systems, this process continues to
secondary storage devices and potentially to memory in other physical devices. As
discussed earlier, the access time increases at each level.

Figure 5.1: Memory hierarchy in a computer system.

Figure 5.2: Example of cache organization in a Processor with three level
of caches.
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The CPU’s cache is organized with a minimum unit of addressable memory
known as a cache line∗. Additionally, “n” cache lines are organized to form a set.
Such a CPU’s cache is referred to as an n-way set associative cache (see Fig. 5.3).
The size of cache and its associativity determines how many sets we will have. The
relationships between the CPU’s cache size, cache associativity, and the number
of cache sets are as shown in Equation 5.1.

Number of Sets = Cache Size
n-way associativity × Cache Line Size (5.1)

64 Byte Line24 bit 
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64 Byte Line24 bit 
Tag

…1

64 Byte Line24 bit 
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…2
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LineTag

LineTag

LineTag

LineTag…M

Set

…

Way 1
LineTag

LineTag

LineTag

LineTag

Way 2
LineTag

LineTag

LineTag

LineTag

Figure 5.3: Cache organization.

A CPU typically utilizes a mapping function to determine the position of that
data in LLC. This mapping function receives the physical memory address of data
in main memory and determines which set in the LLC might accommodate that
data. The physical memory addresses are logically divided into different portions
(based upon an offset, set index, and tag, see Fig. 5.4). The set index defines
which set in the cache can hold the data corresponding to a given address. By
concurrently comparing the tag portion of a given address with the tag portion
of the address of the cache lines available in one set, we can discover whether the
data corresponding to that address is present in the cache or not. A CPU can
implement different cache replacement policies (e.g., different variations of Least
Recently Used) to evict entries in the cache in order to make room for subsequent
requests [173, 174].

Increasing the size of cache leads to Non-Uniform Cache Architectures
(NUCA) [175]. Aligned with this, Intel’s micro-architecture, from Sandy Bridge
and forward, re-designed the LLC by implementing it with multiple slices, aka

∗The size of a cache line is typically 64 B.
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 L1 Tag L1 Index Offset L1 Tag L1 Index Offset

 L2 Tag L2 Index Offset L2 Tag L2 Index Offset

 L3 Tag L3 Index Offset L3 Tag L3 Index Offset

Physical Address bits 063 Physical Address bits 063

Figure 5.4: Physical address mapping within a cache hierarchy [3].

LLC slices. Nevertheless, the LLC is managed as a single unit and LLC slices
are accessible to all the cores via an interconnect (e.g., ring bus or mesh) (see
Fig. 5.5). For those CPUs that implement LLC slices, Intel’s mapping function uses
an undocumented hash function (aka Complex Addressing) to map and distribute
the physical memory addresses to different slices. This hash function receives the
physical address as an input and calculates which slice is associated with that
particular address. Within a slice, the same mechanism will be used to determine
the set and ways accommodating data for particular addresses.

Each CPU core is also equipped with prefetcher [176], which fetches data or
instructions ahead of time that are “expected” to be used later by the processor.
This technique can reduce execution time by hiding the DRAM latency and
reducing potential core stall time∗. Current H/W prefetchers mostly fetch the
adjacent instruction/data available in the next cache line(s) to L2 and L1, when
a cache line is accessed. Table 5.1 summarize some of the the possible prefetching
techniques in H/W.

Additionally, recent Intel CPUs are equipped with uncore performance
monitoring units (PMUs) (uncore PMUs) that collect information about CPU
events, such as CPU cache misses. Typically, each core has a number of dedicated
PMUs that can be used to count events from this core. For example, each LLC slice
is equipped with Intel’s hardware performance counters which monitor a register
(e.g., CBo (or C-Box) for Haswell microarchitecture) for each slice, see Fig. 5.5.
Each of these registers can be configured and used to measure a different event for
a LLC slice, such as counting the total number of LLC lookups and or number of
LLC misses.

∗The time wasted in the processor waiting for data or instruction to be available for a core.
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Figure 5.5: Example of the memory hierarchy in a Intel Processor with N
cores [3].

Table 5.1: Some of the the possible prefetching techniques.

Pre-fetcher Description
Next-Line
(Adjacent-Line)
Prefetching

Prefetches X + 1 when line X in memory is
requested

Next-N-Line
Prefetching

Prefetches X + 1, X + 2, up till X + N when
line X in memory is requested

Stride Prefetching Prefetches X+S, X+2S, ..., X+NS when line
X in memory is requested, while S is a stride
for a known pattern and N is the depth of the
pattern

5.2 Mapping Between Physical Addresses and
Slices

There have been many attempts to find the slice mapping and reverse-engineer
Intel’s Complex Addressing [177–182]. We followed the approach proposed by
Clémentine Maurice, et al. [182]. This approach can be divided into two parts:
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polling and constructing the hash function.

5.2.1 Polling
Polling is used to find the mapping between different physical addresses and LLC
slices. For this, the C-Box counters are configured to count all accesses to each
slice. Next, a specific physical address is polled several times, thus a C-Box counter
showing a larger number of lookups will identify that the slice is mapped to that
particular physical address. By applying the same technique to different physical
addresses, the mapping will be found. This technique can be applied to any
processor with any number of cores, which are equipped with uncore performance
monitoring unit (e.g., C-Box counters).

5.2.2 Constructing the Hash Function.
Although using polling is sufficient to learn the mapping, it can be expensive in
terms of time. Hence, it would be convenient to know the hash function used in
Complex Addressing. According to [182], the LLC hash function for a CPU with
2n cores can be defined as a XOR of multiple bits of physical memory address.
Therefore, one can compare the slices found, acquired by polling, for different
addresses that differ in only one bit and then determine whether that bit is part of
the hash function or not. If two addresses are mapped to different slices, then that
bit is assumed to be one of the inputs to the hash function. By performing the
above steps, the hash function can be constructed and then verified by assessing a
wide range of address and comparing the output of hash function with the actual
mapping between memory addresses and slices. We note that the hash function
found for our test machine, a server equipped with an Intel Xeon-E5-2667-v3, is
the same function founded by [182] for other Intel CPUs with 2n cores and is shown
in Fig. 5.6. By looking into Intel’s LLC Complex Addressing and the way its hash
function works, we realized that almost every 64 B of memory are mapped to a
different LLC slice, see Fig. 5.7.

5.3 Access Time to Different Slices in LLC
As we discussed earlier, in some processor architectures, LLC is non-uniform
and it is divided into multiple LLC slices. The CPU cores and all LLC slices
are interconnected, e.g., via bi-directional ring bus or mesh, and hence all slices
are accessible by all cores. However, due to the NUCA characteristic there is a
difference in paths from each core to the different slices in the LLC, therefore we
expected to experience a non-uniformity in access time to different LLC slices.
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Where PA is Physical Address

Figure 5.6: Reverse-engineered Hash Function of Intel Xeon-E5-2667-v3
CPU with 8 cores - Dark blue cells correspond to the bits that are included
in the hash function [3].

Memory Physical Address Space

Slice 6 Slice 7Slice 5Slice 4Slice 3Slice 2Slice 1Slice 0

Figure 5.7: Almost every 64 B (i.e., cache line) of DRAM are mapped to
different LLC slice. Each cell represents 64B of DRAM.

To verify this hypothesis and quantify the NUCA characteristic, we designed a
simple test application to measure the number of cycles needed to access cache lines
residing in different slices of LLC from a single core. All of these measurements
were made on a system running Ubuntu 16.04 (linux kernel-4.4.0-104) with 128 GB
of RAM and two Intel Xeon-E5-2667-v3 processors. Each processor has eight cores
running at 3.20 GHz. The specification of the cache hierarchy in Xeon-E5-2667-v3
is shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Intel Xeon-E5-2667 v3 - Cache Specification.

Cache Level Size #Ways #Sets Index-bits[range]
L3-Slice 2.5 MB 20 2048 16-6
L2 256 kB 8 512 14-6
L1 32 kB 8 64 11-6
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To measure the access time from one specific core to another LLC slice, we pin
our test application to that core. Then, we allocate a buffer backed by a 1 GB
hugepage by using mmap and then acquire the physical address of the allocated
hugepage via /proc/self/pagemap [183, 184]. Next, we try to fill a specific set
in L1, L2, and our desired LLC slice. To do so, we use the reversed-engineered
hash function for our testbed (Haswell architecture) as well as index bits to find
twenty cache lines with the same index. In our test application, only twenty cache
lines have been selected because of the set-associativity of this processor’s LLC.
Thereafter, we write a fixed value into all of these cache lines and then flush the
cache hierarchy by calling the clflush instruction to push all of the cache contents
to main memory.

To ensure that all twenty cache lines are available in our desired LLC slice we
read all of the selected cache lines. As the set-associativity of the L2 and L1 caches
is only eight, we start by reading the first eight cache lines, as they probably are
not available in the L2 or L1 caches. By measuring the number of cycles needed
to read the first eight cache lines, we learn the access time to a specific slice in
the LLC. These steps were repeated for all of the cores and all of the slices to find
the access time from each core to all LLC slices. Measurements of the number of
cycles used the rdtscp and rdtsc instructions following Intel’s guidelines [185]. To
increase the measurement’s accuracy and to prevent other tasks/processes from
interfering with these measurements, a single CPU socket was isolated and we
disabled hardware prefetching [176].

We ran the experiment 1000 times for each core and LLC slice pair. Results
for all of the cores follow the same behavior. Fig. 5.8a shows the results for core
0 when the cache lines are read from different LLC slices. These results suggest
that LLC access times are bimodal since the caches are located on a physical ring
buffer, e.g., accessing slices 0, 2, 4, and 6 require fewer CPU cycles. Additionally,
these results show that reading data from the appropriate slice (that closest to the
CPU core) can save up to ∼20 cycles in each access to LLC∗, which is equal to 6.25
ns. Note that the addresses of the cache lines used in this experiment are saved
in an array of pointers. Therefore, the measured values may include an additional
memory/cache access and these access times are different from the nominal LLC
access times stated by Intel (e.g., 34 cycles for the Haswell architecture [186]).
However, this extra overhead shows the actual impact of access time on real-world
applications, as using pointers is common when programming.

We repeated the same experiment for write operations. These results are shown
in Fig. 5.8b. Note that there is no difference in latency for write operations as the
updating policy of this processor is write-back. This policy directs write operations

∗Using rdtscp and rdtsc instructions adds around 32 extra cycles to all measurements, hence
we have subtracted this value from all of the results that are reported.
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to the L1 cache and upon completion the write-back will be immediately confirmed
to the host [187].
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Figure 5.8: Access time to different slices from core 0 in Xeon-E5-2667
v3 [3].
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5.4 Slice-aware Memory Management

After studying the characteristics of an LLC and understanding the effects of
its organization, we conceived a slice-aware memory management scheme. This
scheme enables the selective allocation of memory from DRAM enabling users
to control how the allocated memory will be mapped to different LLC slices.
The proposed slice-aware memory management scheme is based on the knowledge
regarding the association between different portions of DRAM and different LLC
slices and the association between CPU core and LLC slices. The first association
can be obtained by either knowing the Intel hash function (i.e., through precise
reverse engineering [182]) or by making precise measurements (i.e., by using the
uncore PMUs). Users can determine an association between a core and an LLC
slice based on different objectives. As an example, users can associate the closest
LLC slice, i.e., the one with lower access latency, to the CPU core running the
application to achieve the highest performance. For sake of isolation and to
mitigate the noisy neighbor effect, any LLC slice can be associated with the
CPU core running the application. It is worth noting that slice-aware memory
management comes at the cost of data fragmentation in DRAM.

In order to demonstrate the impact of this memory management scheme
on the performance of applications, we designed an experiment as follows: (i)
a 1 GB hugepage was used to allocate 1.375 MB ∗ non-contiguous memory
which maps to a specific slice, (ii) locations in this memory are read/written
randomly (with uniform distribution) for a total of 10000 times in each run. This
experiment was run 100 times and compared with normal memory allocation
using contiguous memory. Fig. 5.9a indicates the average speedup in slice-
aware memory management for read operations. This result correlates with our
previous findings (see Fig. 5.8a). Although the results shown in Fig. 5.8b showed
that writing to different slices did not change the number of cycles per write,
Fig. 5.9b demonstrates that the difference in access times becomes tangible with
an increasing number of write operations. This behavior is related to the write-
back policy since modified cache lines accumulate in L1 and they need to be written
to higher level caches, specifically L2 and LLC, when there is not enough space
in L1 for newer cache lines. It is worth noting that both experiments use 1GB
hugepages, hence the improvements are not due to fewer Translation Lookaside
Buffer (TLB) misses. Therefore, it is expected that one would observe the same
improvement when using other pages, i.e., 4 KB and 2 MB pages.

∗Corresponding to half the size of each slice plus the size of L2 in our testbed.
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Figure 5.9: Average speedup achieved by core 0 (Xeon-E5-2667 v3) in
access time for slice-aware memory management compared to normal
memory allocation. The average execution times for 10000 read and write
scenarios for normal memory allocation are 2262.38 ms and 5772.35 ms [3].
Data has been accessed in a uniform random manner.
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Using multiple cores and larger datasets. To further investigate the
potential benefits of slice-aware memory management, we ran the same experiment
for different array sizes while running on multiple cores (see Fig. 5.10). Both
Fig. 5.10a and Fig. 5.10b suggest that using slice-aware memory management
would lead to performance improvement when the working dataset in any given
period can be fit into a slice (i.e., 2.5 MB in this architecture). Furthermore,
applications with larger datasets can still take advantage of this scheme by putting
their most frequently used data in the preferable LLC slice(s). We ran these
experiments on the Haswell architecture, but slice-aware memory management
will produce the same improvement on the newer architectures (i.e., Skylake), see
Section 5.4.2.
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Figure 5.10: Average Operations Per Second (OPS) of the system for
different array sizes while using 8 cores on a CPU with Haswell
architecture [3]. For slice-aware, each core is allocating the array using
the memory mapped to the closest LLC slice. The array elements has
been read/written randomly with a uniform distribution generated by
uniform_int_distribution class in C++11.

5.4.1 Preftecher and Slice-aware Memory Management
As we discussed earlier, prefetching is a technique to improve the system’s
performance by loading data/instructions to the CPU’s cache to mitigate costly
DRAM access, reduce the CPU core’s stall time. However, slice-aware memory
management scatters data to different portions of DRAM, i.e., to secure their
position in an appropriate LLC slice, which make the data non-contiguous
in memory. Since non-contiguous memory would make hardware prefetching
ineffective, we repeated the experiment discussed earlier for different configurations
with/without H/W prefetching and software (S/W) prefetching. These different
configurations have been run 100 times and compared with uniform memory
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allocation using contiguous memory. In this experimnet the data has been accessed
sequentially. The result of these experiments are shown in Fig. 5.11, Fig. 5.12 and
Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.11: Average speedup achieved by core 0 in execution time
for different memory allocation scenarios compared to uniform memory
allocation (see Table 5.3). The data has been accessed sequentially.

Table 5.3: Average Execution Times for uniform memory allocation. The
application was run on Core 0 and it accessed all LLC slices.

Configuration Read Time (ms) Write Time (ms)
H/W Prefetching Disabled 812.17 3127.40
H/W Prefetching Enabled 597.98 1124.89
H/W Prefetching Disabled
+ S/W Prefetching

779.45 618.71
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Fig. 5.11a illustrates the average speedup in slice-aware memory allocation for
read operations. This result is correlated with our previous findings (see Fig. 5.8a).
By enabling H/W prefetching, specifically the L2 Hardware Prefetcher and L2
Adjacent Cache Line Prefetcher, the next cache lines will be prefetched into L2
cache. Since uniform memory allocation uses contiguous chunks of memory, thus
enabling the H/W prefetching brings data to L2 that is likely to be used by
an application. On the other hand, slice-aware memory allocation uses a non-
contiguous memory, which means that the prefetched data brought to L2 that is
unlikely to be used by an application. Therefore, an application using uniform
memory allocation is faster than the slice-aware memory allocation, as shown in
Fig. 5.11c.

From these experimental results, it is obvious that when applications have a
contiguous (linear) memory access pattern, it is impossible to fully exploit the
LLC slices’ access time differences to improve the performance of all applications
without a specialized H/W prefetcher. Therefore, introducing slice-aware H/W
prefetchers can boost the benefit of slice-aware memory allocation even more.
For example, Fig. 5.12 shows the average speedup when the next cache line is
prefetched by using prefetching instructions (i.e., S/W prefetching). Despite the
fact that S/W prefetching is not as effective as H/W prefetching–see Table 5.3–
these results illustrate the benefits of having an specialized H/W prefetcher. It is
also interesting to note that using S/W prefetching can perform faster in general
for the write operations–see Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.12: Average speedup achieved by core 0 in slice-aware memory
allocation while using S/W prefetching when H/W prefetching in enabled.

The experiments described in this section showed that by knowing the LLC
hash function the programmer can utilize their knowledge of memory access
times in the cache hierarchy, potentially leading to further improvements in
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performance∗. These improvements can be easily achieved in both virtualized
environments and for applications that do not perform well in the presence of
H/W prefetching [188]. However, slice-aware memory management can also be
beneficial for other applications that take advantage of H/W prefetching. For
instance, we could secure the “hot” portion of data in an appropriate portion
of DRAM while still keeping the data contiguous in memory, e.g., headers of
packets. in the reminder of this section all experiments were performed while
H/W prefetching is enabled.

5.4.2 Slice-aware Memory Management on Newer CPU
Architectures

Slice-aware memory management is architecture dependent, as finding the
mapping requires using the uncore performance monitoring unit. However, this
unit is likely to be available in most of the current and future Intel processors. In
addition, being architecture dependant is a typical requirement for achieving high
performance, as any code optimization routinely results in processor dependent
code. For instance, any high-quality compiler is aware of the instruction pipeline’s
details such as depth, cache sizes, and shadow registers, which might change for
different versions of micro-architectures.

We have run most of our experiments on the Haswell architecture, but to
prove the portability and feasibility of our solution on newer architectures, we
adjusted our code to be compatible with the Skylake architecture. Two doctoral
students accomplished this task in two days. Compared to Haswell, there are
some important changes in Skylake, some of which affect the cache hierarchy [189–
193]: Firstly, the size of L2 cache is quadrupled to 1 MB (extended L2 by adding
768 kB cache on the outside of the core) and the size of LLC slices is reduced to
1.375 MB. This can be interpreted as some parts of the shared LLC becoming
private to each CPU core. Secondly, the ring-based interconnect is replaced by a
mesh interconnect. Additionally, the number of slices is not necessarily equal to
the number of cores. There are three layouts for CPUs, which have either 10, 18,
or 28 slices. Our CPU (Intel Xeon Gold 6134) has 8 cores and 18 slices. Finally,
the connection between L2 & LLC is changed to a “non-inclusive” one and LLC
acts like a victim cache for L2, hence cache lines will be loaded directly into L2
without being loaded into LLC. When a cache line is evicted from L2, it will be
moved to LLC if it is expected to be reused. Later, the cache line can be re-read
from LLC to L2, while still remaining in LLC. However, the LLC still has a NUCA

∗Note that the results are only shown for core 0 due to lack of space, but all other cores
would experience the same improvement.
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architecture. Therefore, slice-aware memory management is still expected to be
beneficial.

Fig. 5.13 shows the access time differences from core 0 to different slices for
the mentioned Skylake CPU, as measured by the same approach discussed in
Section 5.3 through polling without knowing the hash function. The results have
some correlation with those measured for Haswell (see Fig. 5.8a) and the access
time difference is again present.
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Figure 5.13: Access time to different slices from core 0 in Xeon-Gold-6134
(Skylake) [3].

In this architecture, the slices and cores are interconnected by a mesh topology
and the CPU has 8 cores & 18 slices. However, as the number of slices is more than
the number of cores, there are multiple preferable slices for each core, as shown in
Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Preferable slices for each core in Intel Xeon Gold 6134. Ci and
Sj represents ith core and jth slice, respectively.

Core C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

Primary slice S0 S4 S8 S12 S10 S14 S3 S15
Secondary slices S2, S6 S1 S11 S13 S7, S9 S16 S5 S17
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To see the impact of non-inclusiveness on slice-aware memory management
scheme, we compared this scheme with normal memory allocation (see Fig. 5.14).
In this experiment, every core is using multiple appropriate LLC slices (minimum of
2) to prevent slice imbalance effect (see Section 5.7). The results illustrate that our
proposed scheme is still effective when the working dataset is bigger than L2 and
smaller than two LLC slices. Furthermore, porting our code to a newer architecture
provided us with the opportunity to study slice isolation enabled by slice-aware
memory management and comparing it with way isolation introduced by Cache
Allocation Technology (CAT) [23, 24], which will be discussed Section 5.6.
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Figure 5.14: Average Operations Per Second (OPS) of the system for
different array size while using 8 cores on a CPU with Skylake architecture.
For slice-aware, each core is allocating the array using the memory which
are mapped to multiple appropriate LLC slices based on Table 5.4. The
array elements has been read/written randomly with uniform distribution
generated by uniform_int_distribution class in C++11.

5.4.3 Applicability
The experiments described in this section show that knowing the mapping between
physical addresses and LLC slices can enable developers to further improve
applications’ performance with minor effort. As shown in Fig. 5.10, improvements
are tangible when the per-core working dataset fits into an LLC slice. Many
applications can benefit from our proposed memory management scheme, two
examples are KVS and VNF.

KVS. In-memory KVS is a type of database in which clients send a request for a
key and server(s) reply with a value. Two common operations supported by a KVS
are read & write requests, which are also known as GET & SET. Real-world KVS
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workloads are usually skewed∗ and follow a Zipfian (Zipf) distribution [195], i.e.,
some keys are more frequently accessed, making KVS a candidate for our solution.
The next section will discuss the potential benefit a KVS application can achieve
by employing a slice-aware memory management scheme.

VNF. Network Function typically perform operations on packets, mostly
on packet headers (which can fit into one LLC slice). As a packet is
frequently processed by different Network Functions (NFs) in a service chain,
Network Functions (NFs) can potentially take advantage of slice-aware memory
management. The potential benefit that VNF can achieve will remains as our
future work (see [3, 196]).

5.5 Slice-aware KVS
To examine the impact of a slice-aware memory management on KVS, we
implemented a emulated KVS application running on top of DPDK. Our emulated
slice-aware KVS positions the data (i.e., values) on DRAM in a way that they are
mapped to an appropriate LLC slice, i.e., closest LLC slice to the core that execute
the application. Fig 5.15 illustrates our testbed.

Figure 5.15: Experiment setup.

∗Skewness is the degree of distortion from the normal distribution, or more precisely it
describes the lack of symmetry and there is a formula to calculate the skewness of any given
workload [194].
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In this setup, a simple desktop machine has been used as plain orchestration
service (aka pos) for deploying, configuring, & running experiments and collecting
as well as analyzing the measured data. We have connected two identical servers,
one as request generator generator (aka ReqGen) and another one as a KVS
server which runs the Application under Test (aka AuT) which is running a KVS
application. These two machines have dual Intel Xeon E5-2667 v3 processors,
whose specifications were stated in Section 5.3, 128 GB of RAM, and a Mellanox
ConnectX-4 MT27700 card. The OS is Ubuntu 16.04.4 with Linux kernel v4.4.0-
104 and the version of DPDK is 18.05. In our setup, the AuT serves a request only
with a single core and a ReqGen sends requests encapsulated in 128 B TCP packets
at high rate to stress the AuT. We measured the performance of our emulated KVS
on the KVS server side so that we could ignore the networking bottlenecks while
measuring the impact on request serving rate. In our test the size of keys and
values are 64 B. We ran experiments for different workloads with/without slice-
aware memory management. Fig. 5.16 shows the average Transactions Per Second
(TPS) for different GET/SET ratios.
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As it is shown in Figure, for uniform key distribution, the probability of
requesting the same key is quite low, which hides the benefits, as most of the
requests must be served from DRAM. However, for a skewed workload (i.e., a
workload which accesses some keys more frequently), the probability of having a
value for a requested key in LLC is higher. In our approach, these values would
be available in the closest LLC slice; therefore, a CPU core can serve the requests
for the popular keys faster compared to the normal scenario, hence slice-aware
memory management can improve performance by up to ∼12.2%.

Our measurements show that the average number of cycles required to serve a
request while doing 100% GET with skewed distribution is ∼160 cycles, which is
34 cycles fewer (∼17.5%) than for normal memory management. We believe these
results motivate further investigation, as it shows the potential improvements that
can be achieved by a slice-aware KVS.

5.6 Slice-aware Cache Isolation vs. CAT
As we discussed earlier, the LLC is shared among the different CPU cores, thus
one core can overuse this shared resource. This potentially leads to cache pollution
and can negatively affect other cores’ performance. This effect is known as the
“noisy neighbor” effect. Furthermore, because the LLC is a shared resource it
opens a system to security vulnerabilities from different classes of attacks (e.g.,
sandbox [197] and Prime+Probe [198]) to different security bugs (e.g., Spectre [199]
and Meltdown [200]).

Intel recently introduced a technology called CAT [23, 24], which provides
greater control over the LLC to address concerns regarding unfair usage of LLC
and to minimize the effect of a noisy neighbor. CAT enables cache partitioning and
prioritization of applications by limiting the number of cache ways each application
can use. By doing so, the noisy neighbor effect can be mitigated to some extent,
as allocating a limited number of ways solves the problem of overutilization by an
application. However, the effective LLC bandwidth remains a bottleneck as the
noisy neighbor would still access the LLC frequently. Furthermore, this approach
cannot provide distinct isolation of LLC for a specific application or specific cores.
Therefore, CAT could not provide distinct isolation between different cores and
can not mitigate the actual security attacks and security bugs due to the shared
LLC environments.
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Slice-aware memory management can be used to provide cache isolation, or
cache partitioning, by allocating different slices rather than cache ways. To
compare this approach with CAT, we designed an experiment in which we have
two simple applications similar to that discussed in Section 5.4.1∗. One application
acts as a noisy neighbor and we measure the execution time of the other application
in different scenarios. Fig. 5.17 shows these results.
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Figure 5.17: Average execution time for the main application in different
scenarios for read and write operations. “W” refers to ways. Cross hatch and
solid patterns represents read and write operations, respectively. Numbers
show the speedup achieved by slice isolation in comparison with way isolation,
i.e., CAT. The measurements were run on a Xeon-Gold-6134 (Skylake)
processor [3].

NoCAT describes the scenario where both noisy neighbor and our application
use normal memory allocation when CAT is disabled, i.e., both use all available
LLC ways (i.e., 11 ways in our testbed).

2W Isolated describes a scenario in which the main application only uses two
ways ( 2

11 ≈ 18% of LLC) and the rest of the ways are used by the noisy neighbor.
∗We allocate 2 MB, which corresponds to three-fourths of the size of each slice plus the size

of L2 in Intel Xeon Gold 6134.
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Slice-0 Isolated describes a scenario in which the main application uses slice
0 ( 1

18 ≈ 5% of LLC). The noisy neighbor is still present and it pollutes all LLC
slices except slice 0. It is important to note that we only isolate the application’s
working data set, thus isolating the code section (instructions and local variables)
is not considered in our experiment. However, it would be possible to realize full
slice isolation through an abstraction layer (e.g., slice-aware hypervisor) or future
H/W support.

Comparing the results of these scenarios, we conclude that slice-aware memory
management performs ∼11% better than CAT. Consequently, systems that are not
equipped with CAT can use slice-aware memory management, which can provide
them the same functionality, but at the cost of memory fragmentation. Moreover,
even CAT-enabled systems can benefit from the slice-aware memory management,
as it will result in better performance. We believe that these results could motivate
vendors to consider extending CAT by making it possible to isolate slices rather
than just ways. However, this might require a more thorough evaluation of CAT
and slice isolation, which can be done by comparing the performance of known
benchmarks (e.g., SPEC CPU benchmarks) for both techniques. Additionally,
slice isolation can also be employed in hypervisors (e.g., KVM) to allocate different
LLC slices to different VMs. These remain as our future work.

5.7 Discussion & Future Work
This section elaborates limitations and future direction of slice-aware memory
management.

Suggestions for new CPU architectural features. To use slice-aware
memory management on other processors, one must first determine the mapping
between different physical addresses and LLC slices. Therefore, the hash function
used as part of complex addressing of the processor should be known or the
processor should be equipped with a uncore performance monitoring unit (such
as CBo or CHA). Moreover, Intel and other vendors might consider introducing a
new processor mode in which the hash function is known, the granularity of chunks
are increased (e.g., 4 kB pages), or is even programmable. Considering the need
for hardware changes in the future data centers, we hope this paper will encourage
hardware vendors to adopt one or more of these alternatives.

Dealing with data larger than 64B. Since the purpose of the current hash
function in Intel’s Xeon processors is to increase LLC bandwidth by uniformly
distributing LLC requests among different slices, the mapping between physical
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memory and slices changes for almost every cache line (64 B), making it difficult
to apply the same technique to certain applications. However, it would still be
possible to map larger data to the appropriate LLC slice(s) by using a linked-list
and scattering the data. Evaluating these techniques will remains as our future
work.

The impact of H/W prefetching. Current H/W prefetchers are designed
for contiguous memory allocation schemes, wherein L2 prefetchers such as L2
Hardware Prefetcher and L2 Adjacent Cache Line Prefetcher prefetch only the
next cache lines into the L2 cache [176]. Therefore, using slice-aware memory
management might not be always beneficial for some applications which have
a contiguous memory access pattern. However, there are many applications
which have non-contiguous access patterns (e.g., VNF service chains and KVS)
and some that do not benefit from sequential prefetching [188]. Introducing
programmable H/W prefetchers in general purpose processors could make slice-
aware memory management even more efficient as non-contiguous memory could
also be prefetched.

slice-aware KVS. This work illustrated the potential benefite of a slice-aware
KVS application. However, our experiment does not represent a real-world KVS
for several reasons: (i) we have only used one CPU core for receiving & serving the
requests, (ii) we have used small keys & values (i.e., 64 B∗), and (iii) our emulated
KVS does not implement all available functions of a KVS. Additional functions
might lead to more cache eviction, as they might have a larger memory footprint,
which in turn might decrease the expected improvements. Moreover, a smart in-
memory key-value store could monitor requested keys at run-time and migrate
“hot” keys to memory chunks mapped to the appropriate slices in LLC to increase
performance in terms of transactions per seconds. Complete implementation and
evaluation of a slice-aware KVS remains as future work. One possible option would
be to extend the work presented in [201] by slice-aware memory management.

Impact on VNF. VNFs typically perform operations on a packet’s header,
which can fit into a cache line within one LLC slice. This makes VNF an exciting
application for slice-aware memory management. To evaluate the actual benefit
that VNF’s can achieve remains as our future work.

Extra consideration for slice-awareness. Employing slice-aware memory
management requires some consideration, as it might degrade performance. In

∗The current implementation of KVS cannot map values greater than 64 B to the appropriate
LLC slice.
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short, slice-aware memory management partitions LLC similar to CAT but with
a granularity of a slice, hence an application is limited to a smaller portion of
LLC, but with faster access, i.e., lower latency. In addition, slice-aware memory
management works based on physical address, which can limit the available
memory space (similar to page coloring). Therefore, developers should be careful
not to create a slice imbalance. It is also important to note that the most
appropriate LLC slice is not always the one with the lowest access latency. For
instance, multi-threaded applications that have shared data among multiple cores
should find a compromise placement and then use the LLC slice(s) which are
beneficial for all cores. Additionally, some applications might be affected by
thread-migration policies in the operating system. This can be handled by limiting
applications to specific cores (e.g., using cgroups-cpusets) or monitoring/migration
data (similar to the H/W features suggested by [202, 203]). Furthermore,
applications which only use slice-aware memory management for the “hot” data
due to their very large working set should employ monitoring/migration techniques
to deal with variability of hot data. Taking into account these considerations,
there might be additional applications beyond KVS (e.g., VNF, slab coloring,
and compiler/linker optimization), which can benefit from slice-aware memory
management. A thorough evaluation of the generality of our proposed memory
management scheme remains as our future work.

Slice-aware RDMA. As discussed in this licentiate thesis, the terminology
of resource pooling is an inevitable part of a next-generation DC. One possible
direction would be to quantify the requirements of memory pooling, more precisely
RDMA, and address its limitations. We plan to utilize remote memory resources
more efficiently and make it more accessible to different applications. The initial
idea is to connect the vectored I/O (aka scatter/gather I/O) and the slice-aware
memory management scheme in which the response from an RDMA request
would be scattered to the different portions of DRAM that are preferable for
the core requesting that data. This idea can be further extended by remote data
prefetching, hence minimizing the access latency to remote memory resources.

5.8 Related Work
This section discuss other efforts relevant to slice-aware memory management.

Non-Uniform Cache Architecture. Increasing the size of cache leads to
non-uniform cache architectures (NUCA), in which different cache portions
are accessible with different access latency based on their distance to specific
CPU cores. NUCA has been addressed in the literature in different contexts.
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Several works have proposed hardware-based strategies – mainly by introducing
modifications to the CPU architecture – such as data migration, data placement,
and data replication [175, 202, 204–208]. Some other works focus on software-
based strategies, such as data layout optimization [209, 210] or compiler
optimization [211–214], to exploit NUCA characteristics to improve performance.
However, these works mostly overlook the cache organization of currently available
CPUs. Additionally, they are based on assumptions, some of which are not valid for
current CPU micro-architectures (e.g., ignoring addressing schemes used in current
Intel CPUs), and they are based on simulation. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first to exploit the NUCA characteristics of the latest Intel CPUs to
improve the performance of applications.

Intel LLC Complex Addressing. As we noted earlier, many have tried to
reverse engineer the Intel LLC Complex Addressing hash function [177–182]. These
efforts were mainly conducted by the researchers in the security community who
discussed how understanding this addressing makes different classes of attacks
(e.g., sandbox, rowhammer, and Prime+Probe) practical. To the best of our
knowledge, our work is the only that takes advantage of knowledge of this
addressing to improve the system’s performance. We are also the only work to
perform precise measurements to evaluate the access time to different LLC slices
and show the potential gain that slice-aware memory management enables.

Cache-aware Memory Management. Others have addressed cache-aware
memory allocation and memory management with the goal of delivering
predictable cache behavior and improving system performance [215]. Many of
these works (e.g., [216–220]) proposed software techniques for cache-aware memory
allocation. These works mainly suffer from being limited to a traditional physical
addressing scheme where the cache is physically addressed and/or based on
application profiling without considering Intel’s LLC Complex Addressing. In
contrast, other works (e.g., [221, 222]) extended traditional page coloring to
be applicable to Intel’s multi-core architectures that involve a hash-based LLC
addressing scheme. However, these works will not be as effective as before on newer
architectures (e.g., Haswell and Skylake), as the mapping between LLC slices and
physical addresses changes at a finer granularity than 4k-pages. Furthermore,
there are a series of works that proposed [23, 208, 223, 224] or exploited [225–
230] hardware-based cache partitioning to better use the LLC in order to improve
performance. To the best of our knowledge, none of these works considered LLC
slice-aware memory management, or slice-aware cache partitioning, and we are the
only work that takes advantage of knowledge of Intel’s LLC Complex Addressing
for memory management and allocation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Nowadays, we are witnessing a transformation in industries, such as the
introduction of fifth-generation of cellular mobile communications (aka
5G), autonomous car & transport, IoT, and movement toward a digitalized

world. Almost every industry that is transforming relies on the cloud as one of
the fundamental enablers of such transformation, which puts additional demands
on of the cloud. The emerging requirements on clouds necessitate rethinking both
how it works and its architecture. Therefore, the next-generation DC & cloud
should be defined in such a way that it can meet these growing demands.

This licentiate thesis addressed a software-defined “hardware” infrastructure
(SDHI) based on the principle of H/W resource disaggregation as one possible way
of realizing the next-generation DC. With H/W resource disaggregation, each type
of resource in a DC can be realized as a pool of independent resources. Therefore,
SDHI is expected to bring greater modularity, flexibility, and extensibility to the
DC’s infrastructure, which can enable DC operators to optimize their deployments
for improved efficiency and performance. However, today there is no de facto
standard for SDHI and the level of H/W resource disaggregation is not clear.

This licentiate thesis began with an overview of today’s cloud efforts toward
increasing a DCs’ efficiency. Additionally, it elaborated on SDHI’s & H/W resource
disaggregation principles and presented a proposal for a functional architecture of
a cloud based on SDHI. The proposed architecture considered key stakeholders
in the deployment of a cloud-type DC such as H/W & infrastructure providers,
platforms providers, and software & application providers. Moreover, it described
a series of technical use-cases, workload deployment opportunities, and benefits
that SDHI can provide.

Our next step was to estimate the techno-economic efficiency of a DC built
based on SDHI. To do so, we proposed a framework which included all major factors
needed to evaluate the DC’s economic efficiency, such as application profiling, H/W
dimensioning, and calculation of a DC’s TCO. Our study showed that SDHI and
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the principle of H/W resource disaggregation can potentially reduce a DCs’ TCO.
Later, we discussed that realizing SDHI is not confined to H/W and it goes

far beyond the cloud infrastructure. We explored SDHI’s impact on platforms,
execution environments, and applications. Moreover, we summarized an ongoing
effort toward realizing SDHI and discussed challenges & future directions in this
area.

Finally, we focused on (Intel) processors’ cache hierarchy and evaluated how
it can be better utilized, provide more predictable response time and potentially
supporting explicit isolation. We observed that due to the NUCA characteristic of
LLC, accessing some portions of LLC (aka a LLC slice) are faster than access
to other portions for every CPU core. We exploited this to propose a slice-
aware memory management scheme which enables applications to position their
working dataset in DRAM in a way that specific data structures map to a specific
LLC slice. By doing so, we showed that applications can potentially improve
their performance. Furthermore, we elaborated on how our proposed memory
management scheme can be used to provide last level cache isolation.
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